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ABOUT
About the Institute:
Haldia Institute of Technology (HIT) is founded in 1996, and located about 138 Km
away from Kolkata. It is situated at the heart of the Haldia, which is a major port, and is
encircled by several industries. The Institute is well connected to Kolkata and
Kharagpur by rail and road. It has a sprawling campus of 49 acres of land. There are 12
B.Tech courses, along with 5 M.Tech, MCA, and MBA courses. It has also a separate
central computing facility and a central library. It comprises of modern facilities like
Wifi campus, bank, departmental store, post office, medical store, restaurants etc.

About the ECE Department:

The Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering was established in 1998
and it was started as Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering with 34 students
and 4 specialized laboratories only in initial days of Haldia Institute of Technology. The
course curriculum was previously under Vidyasagar University and later it came under
Moulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (formerly West Bengal University
of Technology) from 2001. National Board of Accreditation (NBA) accredited the
department in 2004 and 2007 subsequently. Presently, it has intake capacity of 120
students in B.Tech Programme. It also offers M.Tech. Programme in Microelectronics
and VLSI Design with intake capacity of 36 students. The department has included
several well equipped laboratories for both UG and PG students. It has a departmental
library, which contains text/reference books more than 500 titles. Department also
plays a crucial role interms of social service and providing Job oriented practical
training to school students of nearby area as per community development programme.
Pass out students are successfully placed in many MNCs in last couple of years.
Departmental students are very much active in extra-curricular activities besides
regular study. ECE dept. also organizes several workshops, Conferences, Trainings, and
Seminar etc. at regular interval in each academic session.
Former Head of the Department(s):
1. Mr. Santi Prasad Maity (1998-2001)
2. Mr. Goutam Lohar (2001-2005)
3. Mr. Asim Kumar Jana (2005-2009)
4. Dr. Sunandan Bhunia (2009-2015)

Mr. Lakshman Seth
Chairman
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
In the era of rapid technological advancement and information revolution, we aspired
and served two decades to build our youth for the development of the country. During
the journey we always encouraged the growth of the students by our patronage,
criticism, sympathy and guidance. Haldia Institute of Technology with these initiatives
has now become a Centre for meaningful learning. Our entire team of faculty and staff
members is tuned towards continuous improvement keeping the soul statement in
mind that students are the prime-movers of technology. Apart from teaching-learning
we have strong inheritance of research, consultancy work, cohesive industry-institute
partnership, collaborations with industries and universities, journal publications and
many more.

This institute is emerging as a trend-setter in the heart of West Bengal, offering a good
mix of academic and co-curricular activities. I urge all the stake holders to make the
most of the multiple opportunities, for self-development as well as the development of
the Institute and the society as a whole. Please make the best use of all the facilities that
are available. Please try to maintain a balance between academic and co-curricular
activities. Enjoy yourselves by all means, but always remember the need for selfdiscipline, moral values and a sense of responsibility.

The mastery of mind cannot be termed as complete unless the hidden potentials beyond
the books are harnessed, nourished and properly shaped. The objective of all cultural
events and programmes at HIT had always been focused on the same. It is my privilege
to express my sincere satisfaction over the publication of the techno-cultural print
magazine “i Artefacts” initiated by the Department of Electronics and Communication
Engineering. I am sure that this initiative will definitely make our effort stronger
towards the achievement of the vision of our Institute.

Mr. Ashis Lahiri
Vice-Chairman
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
Beyond providing a sound education, we wish to provide our students a holistic
learning experience for life. Our aim is to teach students to LEARN, not just STUDY.
Hence, we strive to travel beyond the boundaries of mere books. We have realized that
the future is abstract and unknown but the youth in our hands are real and can be
molded.

It is our fervent hope that the students of HIT are facilitate to equip with leadership and
managerial skills. We invest our trust on you. We create not the future instead we craft
you for the future. There are strong challenges to great efforts but always remember,
great effort bears the sweet fruit of success. We want you to taste the fruit of success
once and for the rest of your life.
I would like to congratulate all the students and the members of Electronics and
Communication Engineering Department, HIT for taking this initiative of publishing
‘iArtefacts’. The magazine is a reflection of our values and beliefs which we have been
inculcating in our students for decades. I would be very happy and excited to see many
more of the kind in the near future.

Prof. (Dr.) M.N. Bandyopadhyay
Director
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
I am extremely glad to note that Department of Electronics and Communication
Engineering, Haldia Institute of Technology is going to publish National level technocultural print magazine 'i Artefacts' in the month of April 2016. It is an immense
pleasure to know that this magazine covers five sections including Tech Trends, Picture
Perfect, Youth Central, Aspire & Campus Insider with Technical and Non-technical
Articles, Drawing and Photography, Inspirational Stories from Alumnus, Latest
Happenings in the Department as well as Institute and Tech-updates.

Today, the Society seeks a generation of young people who are not only enlightened but
also trained to think innovatively. They are expected to meet tough challenges and
create opportunities in unconventional areas in a very short span with unprecedented
success. It is my firm belief that obstacles do not deter success, rather they enhance
one's possibilities to succeed. This type of magazine with vast diversification will make
our young generation expert in all trades. Electronics & Communication Engineers
should not be expert in their own field only, but they will be expert in various activities
of life. They should be jack in all trades. Their eyes should be open to observe all types
of innovative ideas and thoughts which are being implemented throughout the world.
They have to understand where lies the synchronism between technical & cultural
activities. How those can be made interrelated. Magazine is one of the best mediums to
have an idea on that. Technology, music, literature, poems have joined together in
human life. Where is that point - we have to find out. That is the greatest philosophy of
life.
So, I am providential enough to express my heartfelt contentment over the publication 'i
Artefacts’. I take this opportunity to convey my best wishes and congratulate all the
committee members for their sincere and hard work. I hope this magazine will come as
a breeze of fresh air and will encourage the youth to do constructive work and take the
nation forward.

Prof. (Dr.) Prithwiraj Purkait
Principal
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
Being a Principal it is not easy for me to write an official message for a magazine;
because I can’t speak out my heart. I have to be cautious in selecting my words and
thoughts. I would have been happier if I was permitted to submit an article for the
magazine only as an unknown author, rather than as the principal.

My hands are tied. But even then, within my official boundaries also I can openly
congratulate the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering for their
wonderful effort towards publication of the National level techno-cultural magazine ‘i
Artefacts’. I sincerely hope there will be more cultural and non-technical articles that
will bring out the softer parts of one’s character rather boring and tiring technical
articles.

I appreciate their endeavor and wish them all success in their effort to bring students,
faculties, teaching and non-teaching staffs all together in their magazine.

Prof. A. B. Maity
Dean, School of Applied Science
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
I am extremely happy to put on record that the Department of Electronics &
Communication Engineering, Haldia Institute of Technology is going to bring-out its 1st
National level Techno-Cultural Magazine ‘iArtefacts’, covering wide aspects of
technological developments / challenges as well as latest happening of the department.

Basically, it seems that the main purpose of Techno-Culture Magazine is to offer strong
connectivity for sharing of information of new technologies or ideas, new scientific
developments alongwith human facets of technocrats / future-technologists through
their various creative performs in the field of technology, photography, literature or
other creative avenues.

The imagination or learning-to-see is the gateway to creativity and innovation. Once you
speak / write, you want to be heard more. The practice of sharing of information
through the magazine like Techno-Culture will redefine relationships at all levels of
society - between teachers and students, business and consumers, social and cultural
groups, etc. Such practices always increase the demand for cultivating and supporting
the creativity and innovation in science education and technological design.
In this auspicious moment, I would like to congratulate all the members of the ‘i
Artifacts’- Techno-Cultural Magazine of the Electronics & Communication department
for their heart-full efforts to bring-out such novel concept.

Prof. M. K. Pandit
Dean, School of Electronics Computer & Informatics
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
Creativity is at the heart of technology innovations. And, what can be a better way of
unleashing creativity in student life than publishing in Dept magazines. As I see, ‘i
Artefacts’ offers a rich mix of sections – well-planned, structured and effective. No
wonder, it would act as a strong voice for the student budding talent. Who could say –
another Steve Jobs, Larry Page or Mark Zuckerburg – won’t come out of writing in these
magazines. To see one’s name and article in print is an eternal craving for students. ‘i
Artefacts’ offers them the right enabling platform, creating in the backdrop a healthy,
academic ambience which is so desirable. I wish this magazine a great success.

Prof.( Dr.) Jaydeb Bhaumik
Professor& HOD
Department of ECE
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

MESSAGE
I am happy to learn that Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering,
Haldia Institute of Technology is coming out with departmental magazine “i Artefacts”.
In fact, the name and fame of a department depends on the caliber and achievements of
the students, teachers and staffs. A magazine carries the contributions reflecting ethos
and aspirations of the students, faculty and staff members of a department.
i Artefacts, the magazine provides a platform for students, teachers and staffs to share
information and innovative ideas, spread the latest technical knowledge, exhibit the
varied creativities and cultivate right ways that will equip all of us to stay competent in
our respective fields of study and research.

It is my pleasure to congratulate all the students, teachers and staffs who have made
untiring efforts to make this magazine possible. I extend my warm wishes to the
magazine.

ম্পাদকীয় ননফন্ধ
ভযাগানিননয ফর্ত ভান ও বনফলয
ননশ্চয়র্া ও অনথতক প্রনর্কূরর্া াভনন রযনে ুযু নয়নির নিার্তনভন্টার নপ্রন্ট ভযাগানিননয স্বপ্ন।
মনদও রফ কনয়ক ফিয ধনযআ multi-lingual ও techno-cultural ভযাগানিননয দাফী উঠনির নকিু উ াী
ড়ুয়ানদয রথনক নিার্তনভনন্টয ন্দযভনর। র্াআ নপনয়ার নুভনর্ াওয়ায ঠিক যযআ নরাআন ানবত , নভটিং,
চর্িরনদ নাভকযন, নন্ধয ৫র্া -৭র্া ািত ওয়ানকত য ুযু । র্াযয এআ নর্ন-ভান নানানফধ ফাধানফঘ্ন-নিু র্ান,
নবনমাগ-নাগ্র ও ননক র্ানানানড়ননয য এনপ্রনরআ ‘iArtefacts’ এয প্রথভ ংস্কযণ ফননল প্রকানর্ র।
ভযাগানিননয কাি কযনর্ নগনয় ুনযাননা কনরি ভযাগানিন ‘ Abhinito’ অভায ানর্ এন নড়।
রফ ফুঝনর্ াযরাভ ার ফদনরনি নকন্তু ররাকিননয attitude নযফনর্ত র্ অিও। ভযাগানিননয চাঁদা ফাফদ নূ্নযর্ভ
নকিু র্াকা নদনর্ রগনরআ মর্ dues, রনর্-যাক, রানেয নচনকন, ফানয়ানস্কানয টিনকর্ অযও কর্ নক রম ভনন
নড়...নফনদ না ফরাআ বানরা। ুননর্ও নয়নি রম ‘াগর নানক? নননিয কািকভত নননয়আ থানকা না ফাু, র্র্
ঝানভরা রনওয়ায নক দযকায?’ ভনন কনযনয় রদওয়া নয়নি ‘বু র কযনি’ – মনদও কাল্পননক, মুনিীন, নবনিীন
র্নথয; রক রদয় ওনদয? অিনকয এআ loaded fast life-এ ভাননক দ্বনন্দ-ধনন্দ বু নগনি ননকনদন – ‘কাটিনয়
রদফ’? না ‘রল রদনে িাড়নফা’? কনয়কিন নানিাড়ফান্দা ভানুলিননদয িনযআ ‘ার িাড়রাভ না’। রল ফনধ
র্ানদয ক্লান্ত নযশ্রনভয পর... ম্পূণত ‘iArtefacts’ এয অি এআবানফ অত্মপ্রকা।
প্রথনভ ররোগুনরা sorting কযা নননয় রফ নচন্তায় নিরাভ নকন্তু নর্য ফরনর্ ররোয quality-ও
রদনে েুফ একর্া remarkable নয়। রচনয়নচনন্ত ররো ংগ্র কযায য রদেরাভ িনগণ ননিস্বর্া ানযনয় ctrl+c অয
ctrl+v রর্আ ননবত য। চাকনয ও ড়ানানা নননয় ফাআ এর্র্াআ professional (নর্য!) রম co-curricular
activities-এ অয ঘাভ ঝযাননায র্ানগদ নুবফ কনয না। ভীক্ষা কনয রদনেনি এেন 9-রগ্রিাযনদয একভাত্র hobby
র listening music!! নফস্তানযর্ কাযণ নফনেলনণয অাকনয এোনন প্রনয়ািন রনআ।
মাআনাক, ‘iArtefacts’ logo-য ওরর্াননা ‘e’এয যয এফায স্রষ্টায কানিআ রিনন রনওয়ার্া
িযুযী ... ‘i'nspiring ‘Art’works and ‘e’ngineering ‘facts’. Tagline র্াও ফু আনিননয়াযনদয উনেনয
উ গীকৃ্ র্। অা কনয ভযাগানিননয নাভ-উনেয, বু র-ঠিক এআ নথতক নফর্কত র্া এফায ফন্ধ নফ। াঁচ িন
াগর ও ননষ্কভতা section editors এফং র্থাকনথর্ নকিু ‘দুস্টু /
ক্লািু র্ / র্ু াী’ ড়ুয়াযা নভনর
ক্লা/রযাফ-hours-এয নয মথাাধয রচষ্টা কনযনিন ‘iArtefacts’ রক ভৃদ্ধ কযায। মনদ ‘iArtefacts’ গ্রণনমাগয য়
র্নফ য়র্ঃ অগাভী ংস্কযনণয িনয িাত্র-িাত্রীযা রপ্রযণা ানফ, নআনর অফায রঘঁনর্ মানফ ফনকিু, রমভন নয়
থানক। না, ভযাগানিনর্া নিনর্(নফনাভূ্নরয)র না র্নফ students core committee এয টিভওয়াকত ও ুবানুধযায়ী
নফজ্ঞানদার্া রদয রৌিননয subsidized ভূনরয রদওয়া ম্ভফ নয়নি, মা নর্যআ প্রংায দাফী যানে। নচর্ন
াঠকফনগতয ভূরযফান ভর্াভর্ ও মুনিূণত যাভত অভানদয একান্ত কাভয।
TIRTHADIP SINHA
Faculty-in-charge & Chief Editor,
‘iArtefacts’ Techno-Cultural Magazine
&
Assistant Professor, ECE Dept.
Haldia institute of Technology

Message from student core committee
The journey begins...
There is a story behind every win and every success. The story of losing, getting out
breathed, gathering the strength and again trying to achieve the goal. Finally when you
achieve the goal that story is called ‘a success story’.

After weeks of planning and having a mindset to publish a magazine in our department we
had only one thing in mind that it should be so unique and innovative which can lead us to
set a trend that will be carried on to future students in the department of Electronics &
Communication Engineering. Planning for anything is very easy but execution part is
always very tough. Toughest part was preparing a magazine which will be beneficial as
well as interesting for each and everyone. And the content level should be as such that
anybody who is going through any of the pages should find themselves lost in the paradise
of words and creativity. For that we had to be very sure that it shouldn’t be a literary or a
technical only magazine. To make the reach up to the optimum level, we had to blend all
topics related to the student interests of our department. So we decided to start with the
name itself and furthermore we divided our magazine into five sections and mission
‘iArtefacts’ started.

While going through the working and execution of our planning we went through various
ups and downs and we took it as a challenge that led us being more conscious and focused
on the goal. At the beginning there was a moderate response from the students, in due
course of time many left away whereas many came closer to work hard as a team. While
editing we had to omit many submissions to maintain the quality and cost aspects, which
was necessary in order to make the magazine up to the mark.
Sincere thanks to our advertisers who helped a lot in narrowing the price of magazine and
heartiest thanks to all the members of ECE department and Institute authority, who
showed faith on us which led us to make the dream ‘iArtefacts’ successful. Please send your
valuable comments and suggestions on our facebook page ‘I Artefacts’.
Avinash kumar, 3rd Year ECE
Sumit Kumar Agarwall, 3rd Year ECE
Aman Raj, 2nd Year ECE
‘iArtefacts’ Magazine Core Committee
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BLACK HOLEs

H

RICHA VERMA [2nd YEAR]

uman beings are a part of this vast
universe. From centuries the topic
of “understanding the universe” has
been the curiosity of humans. This oddity
has enhanced the wisdom and transcended
the researches and studies in this direction.
Scientists have found something very
strange and really interesting thing over
there and that are BLACK HOLES. The
phenomenon relating to it is beyond our
imagination. Many perceptions are being
raised to explicate it and its features.

A black hole is a region of space having
heavy mass and gravitational field so
intense that no matter or radiation not even
light can escape through it (if it comes near
enough). In an informal way, it can be stated
as it’s a place where people or thing
disappears without any trace.

A black hole has three layers  The Outer
and Inner Event horizon and the singularity.

The event horizon of Black Hole is a
boundary around the mouth of the Black
Hole where light loses its ability to escape.
The gravity at this place is constant. An
event horizon is a boundary in space-time
beyond which events cannot affect an
outside observer. In layman's terms, it is
defined as "the point of no return", i.e., the

point at which the gravitational pull
becomes as great as to make escape
impossible. Light emitted from inside the
event horizon can never reach the outside
observer. Likewise, any object approaching
the horizon from the observer's side
appears to slow down and never quite pass
through the horizon, with its image
becoming more and more red shifted as
time elapses. The traveling object, however,
experiences no strange effects and does, in
fact, pass through the horizon in a finite
amount of proper time. From here to the
central singularity will take 0.0001 seconds
in proper time, in free fall, for a 30 solar
mass black hole. This in fall time is
proportional to the mass of the black hole.

The inner region of Black Hole comprises
its concentrated mass which is known as
Singularity. In the centre of a black holes is
a gravitational singularity, a onedimensional point which contains a huge
mass in an infinitely small space, where
density and gravity become infinite and
space-time curves infinitely, and where the
laws of physics as we know them cease to
operate. As the eminent American physicist
Kip Thorne describes it, it is "the point
where all laws of physics break down". An
observer watching from a safe distance
outside, though, would have a different
view of the event. According to relativity
theory, they would see the object moving
slower and slower as it approaches the
black hole until it comes to a complete halt
at the event horizon, never actually falling
into the black hole. According to the "cosmic
censorship" hypothesis, a black hole’s
singularity remains hidden behind its event
horizon, in that it is always surrounded by
an area which does not allow light to
escape, and therefore cannot be directly
observed. The only exception the
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hypothesis allows (known as a “naked”
singularity) is the initial Big Bang itself.

One may wonder that what will happen if
someone fells into a Black Hole. In that case,
the Black Hole will stretch him like
spaghetti i.e. or death will come before
reaching the singularity.
An observer
watching from a safe distance outside,
though, would have a different view of the
event. According to relativity theory, they
would see the object moving slower and
slower as it approaches the black hole until
it comes to a complete halt at the event
horizon, never actually falling into the black
hole .This is what the Classical Physics
explain to us. But at the Quantum Level,
Quantum Effect will cause the event horizon

BLACK HOLES

to act much like a wall of fire which can
instantly burn anything to death. An
important thing to note is that Black Holes
do not ‘suck’, rather it just do not let go off
the things that has fallen into it due to its
intense gravity.

The great scientist Albert Einstein has
astonished us by his predictions about the
Black Holes with his general theory of
relativity in 1916 only. The term “Black
Hole” was coined by an American
Astronomer John Wheeler and the first one
was discovered in 1971, and was named as
“CYGNUS X-1”. It is believed that many
miniature Black Holes would have
immediately formed just after the Big Bang.
A best description of spinning Black Hole
was given in 1963 by New Zealand
mathematician Roy Kerr, using Einstein’s
equation of gravity. But there is a quirky
feature to his solution. It predicts that, if
one fell into a black hole, one might be
sucked down a tunnel (called as Einstein’s
Rosen Bridge) and shot a “White Hole” in a
parallel universe! The wormhole may
connect two parallel universe or event
distant part of same universe. Researches or
Worm Holes and White Holes are still on.

It’s not that I’m so smart; it’s just that I
stay with problems longer.
~Albert Einstein
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CLOUD COMPUTING

C

SANSKRITI RANI [2ND YEAR]

loud computing is a kind of internet
based computing that provides
shared processing resources and data
to computers and other devices on demand.
It is the next natural step in the evolution of
on-demand information technology services
and products. To a large extent, cloud
computing will be based on virtualized
resources. We can call August 24, 2006 as
the birthday of cloud computing, because
Amazon created the first version of its
Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2) public.

When we take a glance over other
emerging web technologies their progress
and development, Cloud computing is still a
mysterious term to many of us when
compared to others. Cloud services are
categorized as: Application Service Provision
(ASP), Software as a Service (SaaS),
Managed
Hosting,
Web
services,
Virtualization, Co-Location, Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS). Cloud Computing refers to
the many different types of services and
applications being delivered in the internet
cloud, and the fact that, in any cases, the
devices used to access these services and
applications do not require any special
applications. Some of the major Cloud
Provider is Google, Microsoft, Sales force.

CLOUD MODELS.

[1]Service Model
Once a cloud is established, how its
cloud computing services are deployed in
terms of business models can differ
depending on requirements.The primary
service models being deployed are
commonly known as:

Software as a Service (SaaS) - SaaS, or
Software as a Service, describes any cloud
service where consumers are able to access
software applications over the internet.
These applications are hosted in "the cloud"
and can be used for a wide range of tasks
for both individuals and organizations.
Google, Twitter, Facebook and Flickr are all
examples of SaaS, with users able to access
the services via any internet enabled device.
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)- IaaS
refers to online services that abstract user
from the detail of infrastructure like
physical computing resources, location,
data partitioning, scaling, security, backup
etc.

Platform as a service (PaaS) - PaaS
vendors offer a development environment
to application developers. In the PaaS
models,
cloud
providers
deliver
a computing platform, typically including
operating system, programming-language
execution environment, database, and web
server. Application developers can develop
and run their software solutions on a cloud
platform without the cost and complexity of
buying and managing the underlying
hardware and software layers.
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CLOUD COMPUTING

[2] Utility Model
Utility
model
is
a
service provisioning model in which a
service
provider
makes
computing
resources and infrastructure management
available to the customer as needed, and
charges them for specific usage rather than
a flat rate. With Cloud Computing there is a
major emphasis on delivering highly
flexible, highly efficient, cost-effective
computing resource to users, typically in a
highly transparent way.
The primary characteristics
computing is defined by:

of

cloud

Where data is stored and managed
How applications and hardware
resources are provisioned and
maintained
How is the service paid for and
maintained

•
•

•

In simple terms cloud computing has a
‘front end' and ‘back end'. The front end is
typically a browser, a web service client,
mobile device, or possibly a terminal
service client. This is the access point to the

cloud for the user. The back-end is where
servers and storage resources are held effectively this is ‘the cloud'.

The Advantages of Cloud Computing can
be enlisted as :1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Economical start-ups
Less IT issues
Pay-Per-Use
Dexterity & Flexibility
Steady growth
Managed Storage
Centrally Located Resource
Better Security for data
Automated Updates
Eco-Friendly Technology

The popularity of cloud computing as an
emerging computing paradigm is of late on
a rise. Giant industrial leaders such as
Microsoft, Google Amazon and IBM are
leaving up with various initiatives to
promote cloud computing. The major
players in the IT industry are clearly coming
up with their own version of cloud.
However there are significant questions
that remain unanswered and the most
prominent one is security.

The other remaining impact of cloud
computing is its social impact and aspect.
Cloud computing is imminent but the cloud
of uncertainty loams upon the services to be
offered and their beneficiaries. The
interesting scenario would be the case
when the smaller IT companies will start
offering their services on cloud and there is
no one to lead them. Eventually there is
always a belief that everything can migrate
to cloud but the biggest question is are we,
the users, ready for it? And is it the right
time and right move? And this needs to be
addressed.

The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today.

~H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
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HAPTIC TECHNOLOGY- A SENSE OF TOUCH
AYUSH DUTTA [2nd YEAR]

As we move through the world, we have an
innate sense of how things feel, the
sensations they produce on our skin and
how our bodies orient to them. Can
technology leverage this? Can we make
technology better by doing a better job at
leveraging human capability with the sense
of touch? Can we improve the interfaces to
computers and machines by letting us take
an advantage of our hands? Yes, we can and
that’s at the core of a field called ‘HAPTICS’.
It is all about interactive touch technology.
Haptic devices incorporate tactile sensors
that measure forces exerted by the user on
the interface thus enabling them to touch
virtual objects and various environments as
they were very much real. These interfaces
combine
electromechanical
sensors,
actuators and computer control, allowing
for technology that can fool the human
sense of touch.
Haptic interfaces are divided into two main
categories:
1.
2.

enabled users to interact with and feel a
wide variety of virtual objects and will be
used for control of remote manipulators.

CYBERGRASP- The Cyber grasp is a
lightweight glove with flexible sensors that
accurately measure the position and
movement of the fingers and wrist. The
Cyber grasp, from Immersion Corporation,
is
an
exoskeleton
device that fits
over a 22 DOF
Cyber Glove,
providing
force feedback.
The
Cyber
grasp is used in conjunction with a position
tracker to measure the position and
orientation of the fore arm in threedimensional space.

Force Feedback
Tactile Feedback

Force feedback interfaces are used to
explore and modify remote/virtual objects
in three physical dimensions in applications
including computer aided design, computer
assisted survey and computer aided
assembly.

Tactile feedback interfaces deals with
surface properties such as roughness,
smoothness and temperature.
PHANTOM and CYBERGRASP are some of
the examples of Haptic Devices.

PHANTOM- PHANTOM haptic interface is
one of the widely used haptic devices. This
device measures a user’s fingertip position
and exerts a precisely controlled force
vector on the finger tip. The device has

Finally, I conclude that the haptic
technology is the solution for interacting
with the virtual environment. It could
someday capture the feel of archaeological
artifacts, establishing a haptic "fingerprint"
alongside other identifying characteristics,
or could give online buyers the chance to
"touch" merchandise remotely. In the end,
this technology could close the gap between
simulation and reality for us all.

You must do the things you think
you cannot do.
~Eleanor Roosevelt
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EINSTEIN’S LAWS AND GHOSTS

EINSTEIN’S LAWS AND GHOSTS

E

ANNUNAY KUMAR [FINAL YEAR]

very night, amateur ghost-hunting
groups across the country head out
into abandoned warehouses, old
buildings and cemeteries to look for ghosts.
They often bring along electronic
equipment that they believe helps them
locate ghostly energy.

Despite years of efforts by ghost hunters on
TV and in real life, we still do not have
enough to prove that ghosts are real. Many
ghost hunters believe that strong support
for the existence of ghosts can be found in
modern physics. Specifically, that Albert
Einstein, one of the greatest scientific minds
of all time, offered a scientific basis for the
reality of ghosts.
A recent Google search turned up nearly 8
million results suggesting a link between
ghosts and Einstein's work covering the
conservation of energy. Einstein proved
that all the energy of the universe is
constant and we know that it can neither be
created nor destroyed. So what happens to
that energy when we die? If it cannot be
destroyed, it must then, according to
Einstein, be transformed into another form
of energy. What is that new energy? Could
we call that the form of energy is creation of
a ghost?"

This idea shows up — and is presented as
evidence for ghosts — on virtually all ghostthemed websites as well. When we are alive,
we have electrical energy in our bodies.
What happens to the electricity that was in
our body, causing our heart to beat and
making our breathing possible? There is no
easy answer to that."

If opportunity doesn't knock, build a
door.
~Milton Berle
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In fact, the answer is very simple, and not at
all mysterious. After a person dies, the
energy in his or her body goes where all
organisms' energy goes after death: into the
environment. When a human dies, the
energy stored in his or her body is released
in the form of heat, and gets transferred to
the animals that eat us (i.e., wild animals if
we are left unburied, or worms and bacteria
if we are interred). If we are cremated, the
energy in our bodies is released in the form
of heat and light.
When we eat dead plants and animals, we
are consuming their energy and converting
it for our own use. Food is metabolized
during digestion and chemical reactions
release the energy animal needs to live,
move, reproduce, etc. That energy does not
exist in the form of a glowing, ghostly ball of
electromagnetic energy, but rather in the
form of heat and chemical energy.
Many ghost hunters say they can detect the
electric fields created by ghosts. And it's
true that the metabolic processes of humans
and other organisms actually do generate
very low-level electrical currents, which are
no longer generated once the organism dies.
Because the source of the energy stops, the
electrical current stops — just as a light
bulb turns off when you switch off the
electricity running to it.

Most of the "energy" that any dead person
leaves behind takes years to re-enter the
environment in the form of food; the rest
dissipates shortly after death, and is not in a
form that can be detected years later with
popular
ghost-hunting
devices
like
electromagnetic field (EMF) detectors.
Ghosts may indeed exist, but neither
Einstein nor his laws of physics suggests
that ghosts are real.

TechTrends
EVOLUTION OF ADDITVE MANUFACTURING

A

SANSKRITI RANI [2ND YEAR]

dditive manufacturing refers to
various
processes
used
to
amalgamate a three dimensional
object. The major application of additive
layer manufacturing is in the development
of Rapid Prototyping since 1980s. Rapid
Prototyping is a group of techniques used to
quickly fabricate a full scale model of a
physical part using three -dimensional
computer aided design (CAD) data. It was
originated in the United States and was first
commercialized in the late 1980s. A process
called Stereo lithography(SL) solidifies thin
layers together, using an ultraviolet(UV)
curable thermo set polymer liquid with a
solid state crystal laser to create the
required geometry layer by layer, using
CAD data.

By the middle of 1990s another process, 3D
printing was introduced. Construction of
the part or assembly is done using additive
layer manufacturing or "3D printing"
technology.3D printing functions by laying
down successive layers of material until the
entire object is created. It starts with
making a virtual design of the object
desired. The virtual design is made in a CAD
file with the use of 3D scanner or 3D
modeling program for fabricating a totally
new object. 3D scanners use different
technologies to create a 3D model such as
time of flight, structured light or modulated
light, volumetric scanning etc. For e.g.,

Professional HDI 3D scanner uses
structured light. Likewise, 3D modeling
software is used to prepare a digital file for
printing. It "slices" the final model into
hundreds or thousands of horizontal layers.
When the sliced file is uploaded in a 3D
printer, it reads every slice (or 2D image)
and creates the 3D object, emulsifying each
layer in such a manner that no sign of layers
is visible.

Nowadays, 3D printing has become one of
the foremost techniques in powering major
industries. Various hearing aids, dental
implants, and parts used in military jets and
drones are created using 3D printing. It also
enable establishing intensive businesses to
market without incurring dramatic capital
expenses.3D
printing
has
become
commonplace for manufacturing of objects
with unusual geometries. Further studies
and researches in the field of synthesizing
three dimensional objects have given rise to
a wider technology that goes beyond
unusual shaping. Along with fabricating
objects with unusual geometries, object can
change its shape and orientation after it is
manufactured
which
lead
to
the
introduction of 4D printing and 5D printing
in the design space.

4D printing is the self-assembling of
material that can change shape after it is
manufactured when exposed to heat. In 4D
printing, objects are printed in the same
way using layered manufactured techniques
and after completion of printing process, 3D
printed structures then change their
orientation or structural shape.4D Printing
requires multi-material prints utilizing the
Stratasys Connex printer with the added
capability of shape-transformation from
one state to another, directly off the printbed. This technique offers a streamlined
path from idea to full functionality built
directly into the materials, including;
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EVOLUTION OF ADDITVE
MANUFACTURING

actuation, sensing and material logic.

When another dimension i.e., magnetic
field is applied to the 3D printed objects,
application of 5D printing comes under
illustration. 5D printing has been used to
describe the use of magnetic fields during
the process of orienting particles in the
deposited
medium
in
a
layered
manufacturing. 5D printing has been
described as "Multilateral Magnetically
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Assisted 3D printing System"(MM-3D
printing). With the help of MM-3D printing,
orientation, composition, and shape control
of the 3D printed object is achieved. With
the help of MM-3D printing the researchers
are able to create various useful
technologies like soft mechanical fastening
parts and 3D shape-changing key-lock
connectors.
While
numerous
other
functionalities are also anticipated like
fastening system could be an attractive
mechanical means for joining parts in the
human body, such as tendons and muscles,
while
the
reconfigurable
key-lock
connectors could be used as autonomously
trigged flexible joints, soft building blocks
with reversible click-type links, as well as
selective pick-and-place systems in soft
robotics.

TechTrends
“LIFE”: UNDECTED!

T

KUSHAL ROY [ASSISTANT PROFESSOR]

he most significant development in
innovations have taken place during
last 100 years and prolifically post
world war 1, even though man’s quest for
knowledge had been known since his very
inception. These innovations are mostly
driven by the requirement of destructive
powers to be used during wars and
countering its effects at the same time. The
scientific development could no longer be
restrained to wars and soon dominated
man’s quest of knowledge, this definitely
helped improving our lives making it more
comfortable, simple and convenient.
Out of man’s quest of knowledge came the
most sorted out and asked about terms like
LIFE and SPACE. After almost 100 years
since the end o World War 1, these terms
look no longer strange or even vague to us.
Perhaps this golden century has sharpened
our knowledge of understanding of these
two terms has become a part of our basic
questioning. But if we ask a basic question
like how do we relate life and space
together? We get back only one common
answer out of many; exploring life in space.
Almost 300 years past Galileo’s proposition
that earth rotates around the sun till most
advanced NASA findings, the scientific
community has been challenged from time
to time to satisfy our desire to find life in
outer space. But our hunt still remains full
of doubts. The findings on MARS are
impressive but still miles away to provide a
concrete
answer
regarding
its
assertiveness. What is the reason behind it?
With so much knowledge, expertise and
exploration; is our quest of life in space
little too premature?

The answer to this question will have a
million answers from different angles of
thinking. But my opinion is no; they are not
premature but wrongly directed. What I
mean to say is we have deviated from our
basic question of ‘life in space’ to ‘earth like
life in space’. This has complicated out quest

for answer to such an extent that we are
still striving to give a definite and assertive
answer to our oldest question.

We will go back in time and try to analyze
the meaning of what I said. We understand
the meaning of life from Darwin’s theory of
life and evolution; but we failed to put the
boundary to which the theory should be
applicable and extended our quest beyond
its existence, earth! We have a 4 billion
years history of creation followed by some
dominant coexistence of events which made
life (as we know from its existential
definition) possible on our little planet, this
puts plants in the category of life and
discards a mineral rock from the criteria,
but if we change the conditions responsible
for the creation of life we will find that
definition of life changes dramatically as a
result of in concurrence to Darwin’s theory
wiping out life itself from the face of the
Earth!

As a matter of fact the evidence of life
obtained from MARS does not astonish me
at all, as the co existential events are totally
probabilistic and Mars being the next planet
has a very high probability of developing
these events to earth like life forms in due
course of time followed by its extinction as
well! It takes years to find the traces of
fossilized remains of the extinct on earth
and come to a definite conclusion, the same
is almost impossible to attain on an
inhospitable planet Mars. May be in a
couple of million years the existential
conditions on mars will adapt itself again
giving high probability of developing earth
like life there, neither we don’t know nor
will ever know cause by that time we will be
facing the threat of existence on earth! If
this cycle of alteration continues it will be
almost impossible for us, Mars and any
other nearby planet to have earth like life in
detectable form simultaneously! This is
highly probable at the same time very
frightening
as
our
expertise
and
development does not permit us to accept
this probabilistic approach though we are
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LIFE-UNDECTED!
aware that probabilistic theories are well
dominant over any deterministic theory at
the same time better understood! If we
accept this cyclic approach of ‘earth like life’
we can extend the same to other planets
(not necessarily within our solar system)
but will not have the chance to detect it
(unless we identify them and make them
hospitable) or we are left with one option of
redirecting our quest to only ‘life’ and not
‘earth like life’ but unfortunately we have
almost no idea of what it actually is! To my
little understanding it is poles apart from
our knowledge of life from Darwin’s theory
and resides only in minds and papers!

The theory of cyclic evolution may be
difficult to apprehend but is rather simple
to comprehend if we consider the three
dimension model of the planetary orbits.
Upon close observation it is clearly visible
that each planet has significant angular
deviation from the elliptical trajectory when
transformed to 3D plane, each planet
including our beloved earth and much
researched Mars cyclically finds a position
in its trajectory making the overall position
optimum for development of earth like life
forms. However mathematical modeling
clearly explains how these two planets will
have a separate duration and time of
attaining such miraculous proximity. Hence
life forms cannot simultaneously develop on
these planets; as one planet approaches its
optimality the other drifts away and vice
versa. The periodicity of such proximity
being separated by several hundreds of
millions of years .
Next time earth passes through an ice age,
optimality will be granted to Mars thereby
leading to development of life forms there;
may be in the same fashion as happened on
earth or may not. The same can’t be
predicted with certainty. As I previously
mentioned, I am not astonished with the
proof of life forms obtained from Mars, on
the contrary much excitement of the same
in various sections of humans is what
makes me astonished.

Another aspect to view the entire quest
for life in space is by over ruling the
Darwin’s theory of evolution! The same
may sound bit difficult to grasp but will
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logically not be wrong as the theory is
applicable to the boundary limits of Earth.
This will provide a wider chance and
possibility of exploration for life forms; as
the basic criteria of ‘Earth Like’ nature of
life form is no longer needed. Basic
necessity which we have been searching for
decades spending billions of dollars,
several human lives like oxygen level, crust
temperature and water gets replaced by
other parameters being thought of toxics till
now for life forms. For example methane,
carbon dioxide and high crust temperature
can be suitable for development of life
forms still not detectable by any one on
earth and rather not thought of as well! At
micro or macroscopic level, life in space has
always attracted us as we look for what we
intend to find! Whatever we intend to find
has always got an intricate link to what we
know of life on earth. And the same in this
universe is not the appropriate and
complete definition of life; it is only one out
of a billion possibilities that has evolved as
life form on earth during a time span of
about 4 billion years!
•

So what are we looking for exactly?
What are its properties? These
questions will probably never be
answered! Not because they don’t have
answers! Because there lies infinite
answers! Each answer corresponds to a
particular thinking. What is more
important than to find answer to this
question is, next time we graze at the
stars and the age old quest occupies our
mind “Are we alone”? we should be able
to convince ourselves that the definite
answer is, No! But it is not yet the time
to say “hi” to our friends in the space
because either they are yet to born
again or yet to be detected as “life”
itself!

Full Effort is full victory.
~IndriaGandhi

TechTrends
NANOTECHNOLOGY: A NEW HORIZON OF
SCIENCE
SHUVAM DUTTA [3RD YEAR]

 A blessing of Science
The prefix "Nano" stems from the ancient
Greek for "dwarf". In science it means one
billionth (10 to the minus 9) of something,
thus a nanometer (nm) is one billionth of a
meter, or 0.000000001 meters. A
nanometer is about three to five atoms
wide, or some 40,000 times smaller than
the thickness of human hair. A virus is
typically
100
nm
in
size.
 Approaches of Nano Technology:
Among the various approaches of most
discussed Nanotechnology are as follows;

1. Nano materials Electronics
Besides being small and allowing more
transistors to be packed into a single chip,
the uniform and symmetrical structure
of nanotubes allows
a
higher electron
mobility (faster electron movement in the
material),
a
higher dielectric constant
(faster frequency), and a
symmetrical
hole/electron characteristics.
Also, nanoparticles can be used as quantum
dots.

structure or even a complete system on
their own. This can be very useful
for reconfigurable computing.

Molecular electronics is a new technology
which is still in its infancy, but also brings
hope for truly atomic scale electronic
systems in the future. One of the more
promising applications of molecular
electronics was proposed by the IBM
researcher Ari Aviram and the theoretical
chemist Mark Ratner in their 1974 and
1988 papers Molecules for Memory, Logic
and Amplification.
This is one of many possible ways in which
a molecular level diode / transistor might
be synthesized by organic chemistry. A
model system was proposed with a spiro
carbon structure giving a molecular diode
about half a nanometer across which could
be connected by polythiophene molecular
wires. Theoretical calculations showed the
design to be sound in principle and there is
still hope that such a system can be made to
work.

3. Nano electronic Devices
2. Molecular Electronics
Single molecule devices are another
possibility. These schemes would make
heavy use of molecular self-assembly,
designing the device components to
construct a larger

Current
high-technology
production
processes are based on traditional top
down strategies, where nanotechnology has
already been introduced silently. The
critical length scale of integrated circuits is
already at the Nano scale (50 nm and
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below) regarding the gate length
transistors in CPUs or DRAM devices.
4. Computers

of

Nano electronics holds the promise of
making computer
processors more
powerful
than
are
possible
with
conventional semiconductor
fabrication techniques. A number of
approaches are currently being researched,
including new forms of nanolithography, as
well as the use of Nano materials such
as nanowires or small molecules in place of
traditional CMOS components. Field effect
transistors have been made using both
semiconducting carbon nanotubes and with
hetero
structured
semiconductor
nanowires.
5. Nano
medicine
Technology)

(DNA

Nano

Nano medicine is a field of medical science
whose applications are increasing more and
more thanks to Nano robots that constitute
a very useful tool to develop this area of
knowledge. In the past years, researchers
have done many improvements in the
different devices and systems required to
develop nanorobots. This supposes a new
way of treating and dealing with diseases
such as cancer; thanks to nanorobots, side
effects of chemotherapy have been
controlled, reduced and even eliminated, so
some years from now, cancer patients will
be offered an alternative to treat this
disease instead of chemotherapy, which
causes secondary effects such as hair lose,
fatigue or killing not only cancerous cells
but also the healthy ones. At a clinical level,
cancer treatment with nanomedicine will
consist on the supply of nanorobots to the
patient through an injection that will seek
for cancerous cells leaving untouched the
healthy ones. Patients that will be treated
through nanomedicine will not notice the
presence of this nanomachines inside them;
the only thing that is going to be noticeable
is the progressive improvement of their
health.
Pioneer
in
DNA
NanotechnologyNadarian Seeman, New York University.
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The
devices
are
designed
to
The
technology
is
modeled after our
body’s own defenses.
Like white blood cells,
the nanobots patrol
the
bloodstream,
looking for signs of distress. DNA is a
naturally biocompatible and biodegradable
material, and not incites an immune
response.

There's
no
expensive
and
painstaking fabricat
ion, shape by shape.
Scientists mix the
DNA,
heat
the
solution, and as it
cools,
multitudes
of tiny shapes self-assemble. Aided by new
software engineered to predict and model
how the DNA will fold, the design process is
becoming more efficient.
6. Nanoionics

studies the transport of ions rather than
electrons in nanoscale systems
7. Nanophotonics

studies the behavior of light on the
nanoscale, and has the goal of developing
devices that take advantage of this
behavior.

 US defense agency DARPA developing in
vitro nano platform to help diagnose
and treat soldiers; scientists pondering
over how to upgrade human body like
holding up breath for more time,
reengineering muscle tissues for super
strength, rectifying eyesight, cleansing
of teeth to microscopic level, replace
and tune up damaged and worn out
cells as well as aging cells; can also be
used to increase pharmacokinetics and
bio distribution of drugs.

TechTrends
Though some of the afore-discussed
approaches of Nanotechnology are still
theoretical and are in infant stage, but we
hope for a day very soon when our
everyday life will be a blessing of that. For
nanotechnology to succeed we need

organized studies and research and we also
need to redirect our talented power
towards research work in Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology.

WAITING FOR ROLL-TOP….!!!!

ASIM KUILYA [DEMONSTRATOR] & VIVEK SHARMA [ 3RD YEAR]

2010

I

f you fed-up by the size, weight and
complexion of laptop then don't get
panic!!

Because Roll Top will compensate to your
all troubles & difficulties.

Roll Top is nothing but a portable computer.
It contains an OLED (Organic Light Emitting
Diode) display technology and a multi touch
screen. It contains roll display and a roll
keyboard.
There is a rod in which Battery,
Loudspeaker, USB, Pen drive, Charger. t.c
jacks are accumulated into a single unit. An
OLED Display works without a black-light,
thus it can display deep black levels and it
can be thinner & lighter than LED (Light
Emitting Diode).OLED is nothing but a
polymer that's why we can roll it.All
computer utilities from an interactive pen
through power supply to the holding belt
are integrated in Roll top. Roll top
incorporates both latest high-tech devices
and a new brand design techniques into a
computer that will increase the quality and
productivity of the designers work. This is
really an all-in-one gadget.

2020

As a coarse view, definitely if we like to
reduce the size and weight of our Operating
System then we have to pay extra money for
it. The engineers of Germany, Spain, and
France etc are working on development of
Roll Top. If you are really crazy & anxious to
take it and don’t want to carry a heavy
laptop bagthenyour wait is over.People will
carry a Roll Top in their arms very shortly.

The true sign of intelligence
is not knowledge But
Imagination.

~Albert Einstein
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TECHNOLOGICAL REALITY

TECHNOLOGICAL REALITY
SUBASISH MONDAL [3RD YEAR]

“If the automobile and airplane business
had developed like the computer business,
a luxurious car would have cost $2.75 and
would run for 3 million miles on one
gallon of gas. And an airplane would cost
just $500 and would circle the globe in 20
minutes on five gallons of gas.”

The changes that the revolution in
electronics,
computing
and
telecommunications has brought about
in the way we live and work and may be
even to our thinking process.

Revolution in telecommunications got to
a high rise with the help of artificial
intelligence and the “fifth generation” of
supercomputers; in addition the rise of
personal computers and the use of
information technology in schools,
factories, offices, banks, shops and
hospitals are good examples.
Sometimes the notion of “Technological
Revolution” is used for the second
industrial revolution in the period about
1900. But in this case the designation
“Technical Revolution” would be
proper.

The Digital Revolution, known as the
Third Industrial Revolution, is the
change of mechanical and electronic
technology to digital technology which
began anywhere from the late 1950s to
the late 1970s with the adoption and
proliferation of digital computers and
digital record keeping that continue to
the present day. Central to this
revolution is the mass production and
widespread use of digital logic circuits,
and it’s derived technologies, including
the computer, digital cellular phone and
the internet.
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Talking about the Socio-economic
impact, the economic impact of the
digitalrevolution has been large. Let me
give you a very basic and simple
example, without the World Wide Web
(WWW), that we are very fond of in
very aspect of our daily needs,
globalization and outsourcing would not
be as feasible as they are today. The
digital revolution radically changed the
way individuals interact.

As Nick Bostrom wrote : “we might
define a technological revolution as a
dramatic
change
brought about
relatively quickly by the introduction of
some new technology.”

After 2000 there became popular the
idea that a sequence of technological
revolutions is not over and in the
forthcoming future we will witness the
dawn of a new universal technological
revolution. The main innovations should
develop
in
the
fields
of
nanotechnologies, alternative fuel and
energy systems, biotechnologies, genetic
engineering, new materials technologies
etc.

While the traditional telecommunications
networks have allowed us to cross
barriers associated with time and
distance, the new multimedia realm is
allowing us to include vital physical cues
in the information stream, introducing a
physical reality into the world of
electronic communications, goods and
services.

Here we will see through some of the
emerging technologies, which contain
some of the most prominent ongoing
developments, advances, and innovations
in various fields of modern technology.

TechTrends
In Electronics: Biometrics, Digital scent
technology, Electronic nose, E-textiles,
Flexible
electronics,
Memristor,
Molecular electronics, 3-D integrated
circuits.

In IT and communications : 4G cellular
communication,
5G
cellular
communication, Ambient intelligence,
Artificial brain, Atomtronics, Carbon
nanotube field-effect transistor, Li-Fi,
Optical computing, Quantum computing,
Radio-frequency identification.

In Robotics : Android, Gynoid, Molecular
nanotechnology, Powered Exoskeleton,
self-reconfiguring
modular
robot,
Unmanned vehicle.

In Outer space : Anti-gravity, Artificial

gravity,
Asteroid
mining,
Hypertelescope, Inflatable space habitat,
Miniaturized satellite.
In Medical : Body implants, prosthesis,
Cryonics,
De-extinction,
Genetic
engineering of organisms and viruses,
Life
extension,
Nanomedicines,
Nanosensors, Personalized medicine,
Regenerative medicine, Robotic surgery,
Synthetic Genomics.

Including this areas there is also
development in the field of Aviation,
Climate engineering, Construction,
Home
appliances,
Agriculture,
Energy,
Neuroscience,
Military,
Transport too.
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MR. INDIA

THE REEL CONCEPT OF MR. INDIA NOW LANDS
ON TO REAL GROUND
MADHU MANGAL MISHRA [2ND YEAR]

"Quantum Stealth" Mock-up.

Y

es friend, I am talking about
invisibility of an object by the use of
special device which was once an
imagination to us, featured to our movies
like Mr. India and many other Hollywood
films which you might have seen, i expect.
Don’t get so much surprised(although I
respect curiosity) because this technology is
inspired by the same phenomenon of
mirage in deserts which you have been
studying for so long in your physics books.
Heated via electrical stimulation, the sharp
temperature gradient between the cloak
and the surrounding area causes a steep
temperature gradient that bends light away
from the wearer. But unfortunately we or
our army would not be the first to relish
this technologybecause it is not our defence
company or scientist who invented it.

Now coming to the point, this invisibility
technology is developed by hyperstealth.
Hyperstealth is a successful Canadian
camouflage design company with over two
million issued uniforms and over 3000
vehicles and fighter jets using their patterns
around the world. They recently developed
quantum stealth. Friends, quantum stealth
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is a material that renders the target
completely invisible by bending light waves
around the target. The material not only
removes your visual, infrared (night vision)
and thermal signatures but also the target’s
shadow. For security reasons the company
had not yet demonstrated a model but they
have proved it’s effect and benefits in the
presence of US and Canadian army. Actually
the company had business in both the
countries, US and Canada, although it is a
Canadian native company. The company has
received demands from many countries like
New Zealand, England etc, but due to the
disapproval of USA they have denied their
products demonstration to other countries.
The company explains it’s use as:

Scenario 1: A pilot ejects over open terrain
in enemy territory, his parachute that
deploys is made of the Quantum Stealth
material to hide his fall. The enemy knows
his aircraft crashed in a specific location, he
has less than one hour to find cover, of
which there is none. He takes the Quantum
Stealth material from the parachute and
throws it over top of him, the pilot is now
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undetectable to all visual sensors and
human eyes unless they happen to trip over
him. Now he radios out his coordinates and
waits for rescue.

Scenario 2: Cameras and visual sensors are
on the enemy beach, the Special Forces
team decked out in Quantum Stealth swims
up to the beach in the middle of the day as
they no longer have to wait till night to hide
their approach. The team infiltrates the
defenses without detection, completes their
mission and goes out the same way they
came in. The enemy reviews the sensors
and cameras; no anomalies were detected
on any sensor, no shadows on the cameras,
no jamming of the sensors, no thermal
signatures, the only evidence discovered by
the enemy are boot tracks leading up the
beach right past of their defenses and
another set of boot tracks going back into
the water.
The company says that there is no risk that
someone may figure out or copy what they
have done because they have already
developed a counter measure for quantum
stealth so that they would be able to detect
anyone else with something identical or
similar to quantum stealth. Guy cramer,
president/CEO
of
Hyperstealth
and
developer of quantum stealth said that he
does not want to take the commercial path
with the technology, he further adds-‘’this
will forever change the battlefield and if the
day comes when the average hunter has
something that surpasses our top special
forces, then the art of war will become very
difficult and dangerous. The material
cannot be seen visually (nor the target is
hiding) and current optical technology is
not going to help you find them either in the
day or night”.

OK, now let’s move on to other
developments in this field in an alternate
way so that we can understand the
invisibility working mechanism more
clearly (since hyper stealth company is not
ready to disclose any more information
about their technology).

A
new
study published
in
the
journal Science shows
scientists
have
created what they are calling a “ultrathin
invisibility skin cloak for visible light.” The
cloak has been shown to cover an object
and—by manipulating certain wavelengths
of light—render it invisible.Light plays a
central role in how we see objects.
According to the Los Angeles Times, usually
light bounces off things (reflection) and
becomes distorted, which helps a person
see the angles and curves of an object.
However, the LA Times writes that the cloak
is covered with “nano antennas made of
tiny gold blocks of different sizes that can
counteract that distortion, making it seem
to an observer like the light is coming from
a flat surface.”
The cloak is 80 nanometers thick, which is a
bonus since the study authors say prior
attempts have been too bulky and therefore
difficult to scale up. Still, the current cloak
only covers a very tiny object, so there’s a
long way to go before people can make
themselves
invisible
or
hard
to
see(although hyper stealth claims that they
have
successfully
developed
the
technology).
Other research teams are also looking into
the creation of an invisibility cloak. In early
July, University of California, San Diego
researchers designed their own early
version. “Invisibility may seem like magic at
first, but its underlying concepts are
familiar to everyone. All it requires is a
clever manipulation of our perception,”
Boubacar Kanté, a professor in the
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at the UC San Diego Jacobs
School of Engineering said in a statement
about his work.

Beauty is in heart, not in
face.

~ Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
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CLOUD DATA TRAFFIC

TO TACKLE HEAVY BURSTS OF INTERNET-CLOUD
DATA TRAFFIC

L

PROF MALAY K. PANDIT
[DEAN, SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, COMPUTER AND INFORMATICS]

arge bursts of data are a growing
source of menace in internet cloud
traffic. Besides clogging the cloud,
they bring severe deterioration to the
quality of service (QoS) offered by the
network gears like routers, switches and
allied devices. These devices have a
processing power limitation, which often
gets violated when faced with big chunks of
data arriving in a short time interval. Their
memory buffers overflow causing datapacket drop and consequent information
loss.
Devices to tackle such situations come in
the form of traffic conditioners (see Fig. 1)
which do traffic policing as well as shaping.
Traffic shapers set a minimum and
maximum bound on the data rates before
they are launched to the internet, thereby
relieving the network of the burst hazard.
State-of-the-art algorithms are a mix of
token bucket and leaky bucket. After

conditioning, typically burst sizes get
reduced to 100 KB and network delays to
50 msec. This helps the internet service
providers (ISPs) to comply with service
level agreements (SLAs) with their clients
by guaranteeing data integrity and quality.
The main design trade-off in a traffic flow
control strategy is between the packet loss
probability determined by the buffer size
and the waiting time delay suffered by the
accepted traffic. Two parameters: a) token
buffer size and b) token generation rate,
play major roles in this trade-off.

To cope with variable traffic pattern and
statistics over a day, the conditioners need
to be adaptive and reconfigurable.
Incorporating machine intelligence in the
conditioners solves this issue, by realizing
traffic pattern recognition and prediction.
This is still an open area of research.
Internet clouds would be benefitted, as QoS
is important here.

Fig 1. The traffic statistics before
and after conditioning.
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SAY HI TO LIFI

L

SHUVAM DUTTA [3RD YEAR]

iFi
is
a
wireless
optical
networking technology that
uses
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for data
transmission. LiFi is designed to use LED
light bulbs similar to those currently in use
in many energy-conscious homes and
offices.
Light
Fidelity
(Li-Fi )
is
a bidirectional, high speed and fully
networked wireless
communication
technology similar to Wi-Fi. The term was
coined by Harald Haas and is a form
of visible light communication and a subset
of optical wireless communications (OWC)
and could be a complement to RF
communication (Wi-Fi or Cellular network),
or even a replacement in contexts of data
broadcasting. It is so far measured to be
about 100 times faster than some Wi-Fi
implementations, reaching speeds of
224 gigabits per second.
This OWC technology uses light
from light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as a
medium to deliver networked, mobile, highspeed communication in a similar manner
to WiFi. The
Li-Fi
market
is

projected to have a compound annual
growth rate of 82% from 2013 to 2018 and
to be worth over $6 billion per year by
2018.
Visible light communications (VLC)
works by switching the current to the LEDs
off and on at a very high rate, too quick to
be noticed by the human eye. Although Li-Fi
LEDs would have to be kept on to transmit
data, they could be dimmed to below
human visibility while still emitting enough

light to carry data. The light waves
cannot penetrate walls which makes a much
shorter range, though more secure from
hacking, relative to Wi-Fi. Direct line of
sight isn't necessary for Li-Fi to transmit a
signal; light reflected off the walls can
achieve 70 Mbit/s.
Li-Fi has the advantage of being
useful in electromagnetic sensitive areas
such as in aircraft cabins, hospitals and
nuclear
power
plants
without
causing electromagnetic interference. Both
Wi-Fi and Li-Fi transmit data over
the electromagnetic spectrum, but whereas
Wi-Fi utilizes radio waves, Li-Fi uses visible
light. While the US Federal Communications
Commission has warned of a potential
spectrum crisis because Wi-Fi is close to full
capacity, Li-Fi has almost no limitations on
capacity. The visible light spectrum is
10,000 times larger than the entire radio
radio
frequency spectrum. Researchers
have
reached data rates of over 10 Gbit/s, which
is
much
faster
than
typical
fast broadband in 2013. Li-Fi is expected to
be ten times cheaper than Wi-Fi. Short
range, low reliability and high installation
costs are the potential downsides.
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Bg-Fi is a Li-Fi system consisting of an
application for a mobile device, and a
simple consumer product, like an IoT
(Internet of Things) device, with color
sensor, microcontroller, and embedded
software. Light from the mobile device
display communicates to the color sensor
on the consumer product, which converts
the light into digital information. Light
emitting diodes enable the consumer
product to communicate synchronously
with the mobile device.
The future internet: Li-Fi technology will
in future enable faster, more reliable
internet connections, even when the
demand for data usage has outgrown the
available supply from existing technologies
such as 4G, LTE and Wi-Fi. It will not
replace these technologies, but will work
seamlessly alongside them.
Using light to deliver wireless
internet will also allow connectivity in
environments that do not currently readily
support Wi-Fi, such as aircraft cabins,
hospitals and hazardous environments.
Light is already used for data
transmission in fiber-optic cables and for
point to point links, but Li-Fi is a special and
novel combination of technologies that
allow it to be universally adopted for mobile
ultra high speed internet communications.
A dual use for LED lighting: The wide use
of solid state lighting offers an opportunity
for efficient dual use lighting and
communication systems. Innovation in LED
and photon receiver technology has
ensured the availability of suitable light
transmitters and detectors, while advances
in the modulation of communication signals
for these types of components has been
advanced through signal processing
techniques,
such
as
multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO), to become as
sophisticated as those used in mobile
telecommunications.
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An integrated communication solution:
Li-Fi technology is being developed
into a ubiquitous systems technology,
consisting
of
application
specific
combinations of light transmitters, light
receivers including solar cells, efficient
computational algorithms and networking
capabilities that can be deployed in a wide
range of communication scenarios and in a
variety of device platforms.
Li-Fi vs Wi-Fi : While some may think that
Li-Fi with its 224 gigabits per second leaves
Wi-Fi in the dust, Li-Fi's exclusive use of
visible light could halt a mass uptake.
Li-Fi signals cannot pass through
walls, so in order to enjoy full connectivity,
capable LED bulbs will need to be placed
throughout the home. Not to mention, Li-Fi
requires the light bulb is on at all times to
provide connectivity, meaning that the
lights will need to be on during the day.
What's more, where there is a lack
of light bulbs, there is a lack of Li-Fi internet
so Li-Fi does take a hit when it comes to
public Wi-Fi networks.
In an announcement, an extension
of standard Wi-Fi is coming and it's called
Wi-Fi HaLow.
This new project claims to double

the range of connectivity while using less
power. Due to this, Wi-Fi HaLow is
reportedly perfect for battery powered
devices such as smart watches, smart
phones and lends itself to Internet of Things
devices such as sensors and smart
applications.
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But it's not all doom and gloom! Due to its
impressive speeds, Li-Fi could make a huge
impact on the internet of things too, with
data transferred at much higher levels with
even more devices able to connect to one
another.
What's more, due to its shorter
range, Li-Fi is more secure than Wi-Fi and
it's reported that embedded light beams
reflected off a surface could still achieve 70
megabits per second.

Highlighting Benefits of LiFi: Higher

speeds than Wi-Fi.
•

10000
times
frequency spectrum of radio.

the

•
•
•
•
•

More secure because data cannot be
intercepted without a clear line of
sight.
Prevents piggybacking.
Eliminates neighboring network
interference.
Unimpeded by radio interference.
Does not create interference in
sensitive electronics, making it
better for use in environments like
hospitals and aircraft.

So let ‘L’ be included along with ‘W’
in the fore coming technology…..
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AN EXECUTIVE DECISION

AN EXECUTIVE DECISION

AVISANKAR ROY [ASSISTANT PROFESSOR]
6th August and 9th August 1945 were the
most dreadful days in the history of the
World War II. Two Japanese cities
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were almost
abolished from the world map during the
final stage of the war. The one and only
monster behind this destruction was the
Atom bomb which is the consequence of
scientific evolution, insistence of revenge,
desire of victory, imperialism and an
Executive Decision. The decision was taken
by contemporaneous president of United
States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, with the
influence of scientist Albert Einstein. A
letter was written to President Roosevelt
about the possible construction of nuclear
bomb. A letter, which had a great historical
importance and was signed by Albert
Einstein, defined the destiny of almost 2,
20,000 people of Japan. The letter was
written on 2nd August 1939, the decision
was taken on 12th October 1939 and the
first implementation was on 6th August
1945 with the end of World War II on 11th
August 1945. The history of the World War
II and Atom Bomb are well known to all of
us, but the decision of making the nuclear
bomb had a great importance because it has
changed the history of the world.
12th July 1939, Peconic Bay on Long Island,
New York, three men were sitting in a
balcony of small house and a discussion was
going on; a discussion on recent
experimental work of E. Fermi and L.
Szilard. The three men were, L. Szilard
himself, E. Wigner and Albert Einstein. Leo
Szilard was a Hungarian scientist and a
student of Prof. Albert Einstein. After the
World War I, he went to Germany for being
a nuclear physicist but when Hitler came to
the government power, Szilard left
Germany and came to Vienna then United
States. He had a great contribution on
Manhattan Project. He was the only then
scientist who was afraid of thinking about
the future of nuclear power. He had thought
nuclear power might be used as a nuclear
weapon and the World would be at its end if
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Hitler got it. Noble laureate German
scientist Walther Nernst, has told, “The
world is placed on a heap of gunpowder, but
no one knows, where the match stick is”. L.
Szilard was too much worried because of an
article published in a German journal
‘Deutsche Allegemeine Zeitung’ by some
German nuclear physicist about evolution of
nuclear power. Szilard went to some other
scientist to make them alert about the
destructive future of nuclear power and
requested them to keep their research
secret, but he failed to make them
convinced. At last Szilard and Wigner who
was an assistant of Prof. Niels Bohr, went to
Prof. Einstein and requested him to ask the
US government to keep serious attention on
making the nuclear bomb before Germany.

After few week of first meeting with Szilard
and Einstein, on 2nd August 1939 Szilard
went to Einstein again with a draft of two
letters, one was brief and another was with
elaborate discussion regarding current
scenario and research progress of nuclear
physics. Prof. Einstein had chosen the
second one, gave an authorized signature
and addressed to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Dr. Alexander Sachs, who was an
economist and banker, was the carrier of
this historical letter to President. On 11th
October 1939, Sachs got the opportunity to
produce the letter to President at White
House. The World War II had already
started his journey just one month before,
but America was impartial then. Sachs read
this long letter in front of President, but
Sachs noticed that the listener was being
compelled to listen the letter as it was from
Einstein. At the end of the reading,
President Roosevelt had expressed his
gratitude and told Dr. Sachs, “It was a very
interesting letter, but officially now it is not
possible to do anything regarding the
proposal. Any way we will think on this
matter”.
Alexander Sachs was much tensed, returned
to his hotel Carlton, just beside the White
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House. Sachs wrote from his memory, "I
was staying at the Carlton Hotel. I paced
restlessly to and fro in my room or tried to
sleep sitting in a chair. There was a small
park quite close to the hotel. Three or four
times, I believe, between eleven in the
evening and seven in the morning, I left the
hotel, to the porter's amazement, and went
across to the park. There I sat on a bench and
meditated. What could I say to get the
President on our side in this affair, which was
already beginning to look practically
hopeless? Quite suddenly, like an inspiration,
the right idea came to me. I returned to the
hotel, took a shower and shortly afterwards
called once more at the White House."
On 12th October 1939, at around 7 a.m.,
President was sitting on his breakfast table;
Dr. Sachs told Mr. President, “I will not take
much time, but I want to tell you an
interesting story”. President replied, “Ohh..a
story, then I have enough time”. Sachs
continued, “In the time when Napoléon
Bonaparte was the emperor of whole Europe
other than England, an American engineer
and inventor Robert Fulton came to
Napoléon with his new idea of making Steam
Ships. This was the time of Battle of
Trafalgar. The young American inventor
came to the French Emperor and offered to
build a fleet of steam ships, a ship without
sails. Napoléon smiled and sent him away

with ignorance as this was seemed to
Napoléon a fake story. If Napoleon had
shown more imagination and humility at
that time, the history of the nineteenth
century would have taken a very different
course.” After Sachs finished speaking the
President remained silent for several
minutes. After three or four minutes of
silence, President Roosevelt called his
servant and gave him a scrap of paper. The
latter soon the servant returned with a
bottle of old French brandy of Napoleon's
time, which the Roosevelt family had
possessed for many years. The President,
still maintaining a significant silence, told
the servant to fill two glasses. Then he
raised his own, nodded to Sachs and drank
to him. Next he remarked, "Alex, what you
are after is to see that the Nazis don't blow
us up?" Dr. Alexander Sachs replied,
"Precisely."
It was only then the President called his
General Attaché, Mr. Pa Watson and
pointing to the document Sachs had
brought, President had made that Executive
Decision,
“Pa, this requires action!”

After that, Manhattan project, the World
War II, Nuclear bomb Trinity test and the
final operation on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki…all
are
History.

Good judgment comes from experience, and
experience comes from bad judgment.
~Barry LePatner
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Java Flavors
BANIBRATA BAG [ASSISTANT PROFESSOR]
Object-oriented programming is the core of Java
organizes a program around its data.
Output of Java compiler is not any executable code
JVM designed as an interpreter for intermediate byte code
this makes it portable as platform-independent
but for each platform, JVM needs to be implemented.
Class is a blueprint not in physical
you can make it sensible but not visible.
It protects the precious things by encapsulating
like a capsule contained medicine of life-saving.
It also reduces the complexity by hiding details
the mechanism is known as data abstraction.

JAVA FLAVORS

identify the problem before your life gets fry.
catch the problem and handle the situation properly
then live your normal life finally.

JVM allocates memory for any new object
then object starts to live its life perfect.
when object has no reference and no longer in use
garbage collector reclaims the space for further use.

Everything is an object all around us
each has an identity each have a class.
class may be abstract or any interface
at least one or all methods are abstract in that case.

If own family is considered as class and package is village
public means all villagers get access, irrespective of package
default can be accessed by family members and own
villagers
whereas, private members can only be accessed by family
members.
protected modifiers restrict the villagers, from other
villages
but can permit the subclass members in relatives’ means.

Constructor is a special method returning nothing
same as class name mean to variable initializing.
Polymorphism takes place through overloading
when name is same but parameters list are differing.

static variable is mainly used for memory management
only one shared memory for all objects it will get.
static method can access only static members
and it can be invoked, without creating any objects.

Only possible instantiating a class or creating an object
when class is concrete and no more abstract.
Inherited from interface without any body
it’s your first duty to define all methods’ body.

final is a keyword placed before any variable
make it constant and restrict to changeable.
it can also be placed before any method or any class
to stop overriding a method or to stop inheritance process.

Do reusable of code in OOP, if you want
go for inheritance if it passed “Is A” test
Otherwise, best choice is composition or aggregation
reuse the code or reduce code duplication
if it satisfy “Has-a” relationship by aggregate objects
justified strongly or loosely existence dependencies.

Two flavors comes for type casting
one is widening another is narrowing.
Assigning a smaller type to larger type
generally safer handled by JVM implicitly,
opposite is the second case, requires explicit casting
might loss data so require ClassCastExceptions handling.

When you get a code risky in smell
that may be responsible to make your life hell,
put the risky code within block try,

Lovely ambience with real Java flavors
rush to test and enjoy your favorite dishes.

If subclass method name is same as super-class
by its argument lists and return type
method overriding is the name of the process
super class method is overridden by subclass method
override.
When all methods are same in more than one parent,
to eliminate the confusion during overriding a method
Java not support multiple inheritance
but provides an alternate approach named interface.
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“this” always refers to the current object
“super” refers to its immediate parent.
this () and super () is used to constructor calls
respectively from base and parent class.
If super () is placed in each parent class
throughout the inheritance tree
then during the process of creation objects,
constructor first execute from top of the tree.
stack is used to store all constructors
“constructor chaining” is the name that happens.

TechTrends
MOTOBOT

SNEHASISH DAS [2nd Year]

compete against Rossi’s results for a few
years, but it’s getting better. “Motobot is
getting better at cornering,” says Hiroshi
Saijou, Yamaha’s CEO and Managing
Director of its Ventures & Laboratory.

We all have heard about the selfdriving cars, but science and technology
can’t stop at that stage. They all try to
achieve something, like “Beyond Human
Capabilities”. YAMAHA, an international
super bike manufacturing company is on a
project to give a higher level to the
technology and automobile industry. They
are trying to manufacture a motorcycleriding robot just like a human.
Humans might not be the fastest
things on two wheels before long. YAMAHA
is thinking a different riding technology on
the racing track. YAMAHA already
hadshown the R&D tools during a company
seminar.The Motobot Ver. 1 was unveiled
by Yamaha at the 44th Tokyo Motor
Show last October, showcasing a humanoid
rider capable of handling autonomously an
unmodified
YAMAHA
YZR
1000ccR1Msuperbike. The Motobot is
unique and this is the first time that
YAMAHA and their project partners have
been put into a system at this level.Yamaha
hopes that the robot will eventually blast
past 120 miles per hour on a racetrack. For
now, however, Motobot is still running on
training wheels to maintain balance and
avoid toppling on corners.

Motobot’s goal is to beat the lap
time of World Champion motoprcycle racer
Valentino Rossi. The droid isn’t expected to

Motobot’s future can be seen in a
video
Yamaha
showed,
as
the
humanoid reminds attendees not to sleep
on the cyborg-controlled future. It starts
with flattery before issuing a kind of call to
robot arms, “The way you ride is both
beautiful and exciting. I am not human, but
there has to be something only I am capable
of,” before reiterating its primary directive,
more triumphantly this time, “I am
Motobot! I was created to surpass you.” The
company has called out racing legend
Valentino Rossi in its promotions, and
hopes to prove Motobot’s skills in a head-tohead race. So there is no long wait to see a
real Terminator to hit the road.

The best way to predict the
future is to create it.
~Peter Drucker
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CROSSWORDS (Theme – HIT)

Up-Down:
1. Martyrdom for country, dwelling of beauties
2. Two numbers and logic create wonder electronics
3. Tabloid of institute, resemblance popular
newspaper
4. Temple of books , renowned mathematician
5. Team ball sport , played in the court
6. Water-water everywhere, a break from class over
here
7. Place of workout comes next to fitness
8. Building for research work
9. Application of scientific knowledge for practical
purpose
10. 24 hours open but out of service

Across:
11. Places of events, eminent scientist
12. In Latin it means ‘cleverness’, guess who are we
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DEBADRITA DATTA CHOWDHURY [2ND YEAR]

13. Time of overstressed nights, come every six
months
14. Annual technology extravaganza
15. Place for enjoyment with Maggi vaja, dimpoch
16. Golden flashback, a homecoming
17. Exchange of information over certain distance
18. Annual concert tour, literally ‘seashore’
19. Place of sumptuous meal, quick bite, chit-chats,
gossip
20. Hand in caring hand, organisation ready to help
21. Group providing educational help to poor
22. Branch of engineering dealing with control,
sensory feedback,
information processing,
application of robots
23. Retail establishment offering books, snacks etc.
24. Sub-field of photonics, concerning design and
operation of hardware converting electrical signal
visible or infrared radiation energy or vice-versa

भाॉ
AMAN RAJ

[2ND

भाॉ
YEAR]

हय छोटी छोटी फातं ऩे
भेयी हय योती यातं भं
फस एक कभी यह जाती

AMIT KUMAR JHA [1STYEAR]
भाॉ हभायी जननी है ,
ईश्वय की रूऩ है I
सूमश के प्रकार् जैसी

है ,भाॉ तु माद आती है I

िभकती हुई धुऩ है !

भेया तुभ ऩे चिल्राना

सफकोहै याह ददखाती,

हय फात ऩे रूठ जाना
हय फात अफ सताती है

खुद साये गभ सह जातीI
औराद के चरए तो

भाॉ तु माद आती है I

दचु नमा से बी रड़ जाती !

हॉस्टर के तॊग कभये भं

हभं सॊस्काय है चसखाती,

भेस के फेस्वाद खाने भं
फस कभी ही कभी नजय आती है

सही याह है ददखाती I
अगय हभ ऩय भुसीफत आए

भाॉ तु माद आती है I

तो खुद उस से रड़ जाती !

प्माय भं चभरते धोखे भं

वोचर्ऺक जैसी होती है ,

चभत्रों की भतरफ की मायी भं
इस उग्र सी दचु नमा भं
तेयी भभता फुराती है

भाॉ तु फहुत माद आती है I
छोटा जफ था तेये ऩीछे बागता

फड़ा जफ हुआ ऩीछा छुड़ा के बागा

ऐसे हभ फेटं ऩे बी तु जान रुटाती है

हभाये दहत भं सोिती है I
हभायी हय फात भं
हभाये साथ ही होती है !
भाॉ हभायी दे वी है ,
ईर्ुहै, अल्राह है I
दचु नमा भं हभाये चरए
कोदहनूयका हीया है !

भाॉ तु फहुत माद आती है I
अफ के इस एकाॊकी जीवन भं
दचु नमा की नफ़यत भं

भाॉ तेयी वो स्ऩर्श छू जाती हं
भाॉ तु फहुत माद आती है ।
हय टू टते रयश्ततं भं
फढ़ते वक्त भं धटते प्माय भं
तेया चनत्म फढ़ते प्माय की प्मास
फढ़ जाती है
हाॉ भाॉ तु माद आती है II
SHUVAM PAUL
[2ND YEAR]
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HINDI
दो ऩर साथ
RICHA VERMA[2ND YEAR]
िन्द्रभा की िाॉदनी औय तायं की फायात,
दे खो रेकय आई है , मादं की वो यात;
फैठे थे हभ साथ भं, कयते थे कुछ फात,
जाने क्यमं ददन वो फीत गए, कय के ऐसे घात |
िाम थी वो ठे क की, औय भैगी बाजा ऩौि के साथ,
रुिी का क्यमा सॊगभ था, िोखे औय छोरे के साथ;
भासी की भीठी फोरी, औय दोस्तं के गहये जज़्फात,
सोिा ना था वोजाएगी, छोड़ के भेया मूॉ हाथ |

SANSKRITI RANI
[2ND YEAR]

चसटी संटय जाना, आरा भं खाना,
औय रयवय साइड घूभने के खमारात;
यह यह कय आते, हभ अकसय जाते,
कयने मायं सॊग भुराकात |
फात फात ऩे हाभी बयना,
सभझे बफना बी सय दहराना,
Whatsapp-Facebook साथ िराना,
ऩकड़े जाने ऩे फातं फनाना;
िॊद ऩरं का िॊद सभम भं,
चसभट कय यह गमा वो साथ,
आज बी ऩरके बय जाती है ,
कयते जफ बी उनको माद |
सार बय भस्ती कयते, ना होता कोई गभ,
एक यात ऩहरे ऩढते,
डयते औय जगते सायी यात हभ;
दपय बी रयजल्ट भं जफ हो जाते हभाये नम्फय कभ,
दो ददनं तक ददर ऩे यहता था, मे गहया ज़ख्भ |
उसके फाद आ जातीदपय से, वही भस्ती बयी सुफह,
होटं ऩे हसी, जीवन भं खुर्ी, वो बी फेवजह;

ऐसे ही हसीन ऩरं की वो फात थी कुछ खास,
कार् दपय से चभर जाते
जीने को दपय से . . .
वही दो ऩर साथ |

फाराओॊ का अऩभान
SADHNA KUMARI[2ND YEAR]
जगह-जगह ऩय होता अऩभान,
रड़दकमं के ऩीछे ऩड़ा है वान !
भाॉ के कोख भं बी डय यहता,
दचु नमा भं औय खतया फढ़ जाता !
ना जाने क्यमं अऩने बी,
रड़दकमं को चभटाना िाहते है !
फेटी को फोझ सभझते है औय,
फेटा ऩाना िाहते है !
अगय फेटी ऩढ़ने जाए,
सफकी नज़य उसकी र्ादी ऩय आए !
क्यमा रड़दकमं को जीने का नहीॊ है कोई हक ?
वह बी िरती रड़को के कदभ फेर्क !
आज हो यहा है इनके साथ अत्मािाय,
क्यमा कये गी फेिायी वह बी है रािाय !
क्यमं कयते हो इनका फरात्काय,
तेयी बी तो कोई फहन होगी माय !
रड़दकमं को उनके ऩाॉव ऩय छोड़ दं ,
र्ामद दे र् को बवश्व भं आगे कय दं !
फस कयो अफ जीने इसे दो,
भत कयो इन्द्फाराओॊ का अऩभान !
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वह ये फेयोज़गायी
SUMIT KUMAR AGARWAL [3RD YEAR]

यॊ ग
VIVEK GAUTAM[3RD YEAR]

नदी भं डू फते हुए आदभी ने

िरयत्रो भे धुरा जो यक़्त है

ऩूरऩय िरते हुए आदभी को

वाणी जो भाहौर को कय दे रार

ऩूरऩय िरते हुए आदभी ने नीिे

ऩय कारे ऩदं की गहयी ढार

आवाज़ रगामी ‘फिाओ-फिाओ’!
यस्सी पेकी औय कहा आओ |
नदी भं डू फता हुआ आदभी

यस्सी नहीॊ ऩकड़ ऩा यहा था !
यह यह कय चिल्रा यहा था
भं भायना नहीॊ िाहता,
जजॊदगी फड़ी भॊहगी है !
कर ही तो सयकायी कॊऩनी भं
भेयी नौकयी रगी है !
इतना सुनते ही ऩूर ऩय िरते
आदभी ने अऩनी यस्सी खीि री !
उसे भयते दे ख अऩनी आॉखं भीि री !
दपय दौड़ता दौड़ता उसी कॊऩनी भं आमा
हाॉपते हाॊपते उसने अचधकायी को फतामा
दे जखमे अबी अबी आऩका
एक आदभी डू फकय भय गमा है !
औय इस तयह आऩकी कॊऩनी भं
एक जगह खरी कय गमा है !
मह रो भेयी दडचग्रमाॊ सॊबारो
भं फेयोजगाय हू, भुझे काभ दे दो,

अचधकायी फोरा दोस्त तुभने दे य कय दी,
कुछ दे य ऩहरे ही मह जगह बय दी,
औय इस जगह ऩय हभने उस आदभी को रगामा
जो उसे धक्यका दे कय तुभसे ऩहरे महाॉ आमा !

Honesty is the first chapter in the book
of wisdom.
~Buddha

रृदम का यॊ ग बरे श्वेत है भेया

आॊखो भे बी है रार यॊ ग
भन भे ज्वारा चरए सॊग सॊग
रृदम की हरयमारी को िय गमे
कारे भानव कय दं गे भुझे दॊ ग
रहू का बी है रार यॊ ग

क्रोध का बी है रार यॊ ग
खतये का बी है रार यॊ ग
खुद का बी काय रू रार यॊ ग
यॊ गो की दचु नमा बी अजीफ

है रार अभीय है रार गयीफ
ऩय दे खा जफ खुद के कयीफ
भेये खुद का यॊ ग तो है अजीफ
जो झाॊक सके तो झाॊक रे तू
खुद के यॊ ग को ऩहिान रे तू
है श्वेत अगय तो रार है क्यमं
ददर भे यॊ गो का बूिार है क्यमं
भन के यॊ ग को ऩहिान रे अफ
ददर की फातो को भान रे अफ
है दचु नमा कारी तो यहने दे

है तू श्वेत अगय तो ठान रे अफ
खुद की भजी भे छुऩा हे तेया यॊ ग
खुदी को खुद से ही ऩहिान रे अफ
दचु नमा के यॊ ग भे हो जा र्ाचभर

मा घोर दे दचु नमा भे तू अऩना यॊ ग..
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HINDI
आज कुछ चरखने को जी िाहता है....
AVINASH

KUMAR[3RD

YEAR]

“भं

बी आज जी यही होती”

MOHAMMAD NADEEM[2ND YEAR]

आज कुछ कहने को जी िाहता है ,

भाॉ, तू बी आज खुर् होती,

आज कुछ चरखने को जी िाहता है |

भं बी कुछ कय यही होती,
ऩाऩा की याजकुभायी भं,

ज़ज्फात हं जो सीने भे दफ़न अफ तरक,
उन्द्हे ऩन्द्नो ऩे राने को जी िाहता है |
सोि जो फस सोि भे ही आते हं ,
उन्द्हे हकीक़त भं

रे आने को जी िाहता है |

फेखुदी की दचु नमा भे कुछ फोरने से डयता हूॉ,

इस उपनती बीड़ से हटकय जीने से डयता हूॉ |
खुदी भे जीने को खुद से ही रड़ता हूॉ,

आज खुद भे ही खो जाने को जी िाहता है |
दफाकय यखी गमी है अफ तरक जो फातं,
खूफ बऩराई गमी हं झूठे सि की जो फातं,
र्क्यकय भे डु फो के यक्यखा है झूठ को
आज सि की कयवाई ऩीने को जी िाहता है |
क़ैद है जो बावनाओ का गुफाय अॊदय
उपान ऩय है योष का प्रचतर्ोध अॊदय
इस फेऩयवाह जभाने के तौय तयीकं ऩय
अऩने वज्रा का प्रहाय कयने को जी िाहता है |
डू फती हुई भनु नगयी की भानवता भे,

उपनती हुई करमुगी यावण की दानवता भे,

फाभुजश्तकर रड़ रड़ के जरते चियाग की रौ से
सकर उजारा पैराने को जी िाहता है |
कबव हू कबव भं

मे क़रभ भेया हचथमाय है ,
सुखी ऩड़ी इन तकश की स्माही से
आज बविाय का प्रहाय कयने को जी िाहता है |
आज कुछ कहने को जी िाहता है ,
आज कुछ चरखने को जी िाहता है |
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तुझसे प्माय रे यही होती !
क्यमं दकमा तुने ऐसा ?
क्यमा भेये सऩने तुझे प्माये नहीॊ रगे?
भं बी आज जी यही होती,

सुख-द्ु ख साथ तेये ऩी यही होती!
बैमा से झगड़ के,

तेये आॉिर भं छुऩ यही होती,
तेये प्माय की भायी भं,
आज तेयी दर
ु ायी होती !
ऐसी बी क्यमा गरती की भंने ?
आजखय कभी क्यमा हुई भुझभं ?
भं बी कुछ फन के,

नाभ तेया योर्न कय यही होती !
भं बी दल्
ु हन की तयह सज यही होती,
तेये हाथं से भं बवदा हो यही होती,
फाफुर का आॉगन छोड़,
साजन के घय जा यही होती !
भाॉ रड़की होने की,
इतनी फड़ी सज़ा क्यमं दी भुझ?
े
कार् अऩनी कोख भं भाया ना होता,
तोभं बी आज जी यही होती !

Put your heart, mind, and soul
into even your smallest acts.
This is the secret of success.
~Swami Sivananda

“मादं ”

SUSHMITA JHA[2ND YEAR]
कबी तो पुसशत भुझे दे कय तू दकसी रॊफी छुट्टी ऩे
जामा कय
मा दकसी फहाने तू भुझसे रूठ जामा कय !
नीॊदंको बी है तुझसे चर्कामत,
उन्द्हं आॉखं से मूॉ ना िुयामा कय !
िर यात को आती है ठीक है ,
ददन भं बी न सतामा कय !
फाय फाय तू क्यमूॉ उसका नाभ रे जाती है ,
क्यमूत
ॉ ू भुझे रुराकय मूॉ भुस्कुयाती है !
फीतं रम्हं से तू ऩरं को िुयाकय,
मूॉ भुझे हय र्ाभ सौगात क्यमं दे जाती है !
ददन ढरे भेये ऩास मूॉ ना रौट कयआमा कय !
बूरी बफसयी कहाचनमाॉमूॉ ना दोहयामा कय !
योज भेये ऩास आकाय उसकी फातं कयती है ,
कबी तो तू पुसशत भं उसके ऩास बी जामा कय !
भुझे अफ औय दकतना तू तड़ऩाएगी !
कबी कबी भेयी फातं कय उससे बी तो रुरामा कय !

छुऩाऊॉ बी तो कैसे ?
उड़ जाता है ऩॊछी,
तुझे अऩना फनं बी तो कैसे ?
आॉखं भं सऩने चरए ,
तस्वीय तेयी भं फना यहा,
खो गमा है कहीॊ तू,
सात सभॊदय ऩाय ढू ॊ ढता भं जा यहा !
ढू ॊ ढने को अफ कहीॊ;
यास्ता कोई फाकी ना यहा!
सऩनोके ऩॊछी ओ सऩनो के ऩॊछी,
ज़या तुभ ठहय जाओ,
सऩनो की यानी भेयी,
ज़या भेये कयीफ तो आओ !

ऩरयश्रभ
AMIT KUMAR JHA[1STYEAR]
ऩरयश्रभ कयो, तुभ ऩरयश्रभ कयो,
सपरता ऩास आएगी,
आज नहीॊ तो कर,
अऩना यॊ ग ददखराएगी !
वेदं भं मह चरखा गमा,

सऩनं के ऩॊछी

की जजसने बी ऩरयश्रभ दकमा,

RAMKRISHNA GHOSH[ASST. PROF. (IT)]
&
MOHAMMAD NADEEM[2ND YEAR ECE]

उसके ियणं का िुम्फन दकमा!

सऩनोके ऩॊछी ओ सऩनोके ऩॊछी ,

ऩहाड़ं की खुदाई हुई,

ज़या तुभ ठहय जाओ,
सऩनोकी यानी भेयी,
ज़या भेये कयीफ तो आओ!
टू ट गमी है नीॊद भेयी,
यात बी हो गमी खत्भ,
हय ऩर ढू ॊ ढूॉतुझे ,
घुटता यहे भन !
कहीॊ दयू सऩनो भं ही ,

फन जाओ भेये हभदभ !
ददर की िभक को,

सपरता ने खुद आकाय,

ऩरयश्रभ के फर ऩय ही,
औय इसी के फर ऩय,
जहाज बी हवाई हुई !
ऩरयश्रभ सपरता की कुॊजी है ,
हभायी सफसे फड़ी ऩूॊजी है ,
ऩरयश्रभ कयने वारं से ही,
हभेर्ा मे दचु नमा गूॊजी है !
इसचरए रोग कहते है ... ,
ऩरयश्रभ कयो तुभ ऩरयश्रभ कयो,
सपरता ऩास आएगी,
आज नहीॊ तो कर,
अऩना यॊ ग ददखराएगी !
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HINDI
ऐ जजॊदगी
SANSKRITI

RANI[2ND

आवाया
YEAR]

AVINASH KUMAR[3RD YEAR]

ऐ जज़ॊदगी फता क्यमा िाहत है तेयी ?

ददश भे डू फा यहा ददर

न जाने दकस भोड़ऩे है भॊजज़र भेयी !

रफं ऩय भुश्तकान तफ बी थी.
जजॊदगी की रौ फुझने रगी

मूॉ रगता है , खुदा बी है खफ़ा

जीने की वजह तफ बी थी

खुचर्मं के धूऩ ऩय है , गभ का ग्रहण रगा !

जभाने ने दत्ु काया हभं

गैयं से कैसा भरार, जफ अऩने छोड़ गए फीि

वो प्माय बये रफ्जज़ अफ बी थे

भझधाय

फेजान होने रगा था मे जजस्भ

ऐ जज़ॊदगी भुझे फता दे भेये जीवन का आधाय !

उनके चरए वो ज़ज्फात अफ बी थे

आॉखं भं है अश्रु, रफं ऩे है खाभोर्ी

फेवजह गाचरमाॉ सुनाई इस जभाने ने

अफ ना कोई तभन्द्ना है , ना सयपयोर्ी !

ददर भे वही र्ुकून तफ बी था
सफ अऩनी जजॊदगी भे थे भर्गुर,

गम्गीचनमं से छाई, तनहाई भं सभामी

औयो क चरए जीता वो तफ बी था

ऐ जजॊदगी तू क्यमूॉ है इस भोड़ऩे आई ?

मे आवाया खाभोर् अकेरा
अफ बी है तफ बी था..

: CROSSWORD ANSWERS:
Up-Down:
1. Matangini Hall of Residence
2. Digital Electronics
3. The HIT Times
4. Aryabhatta Central Library
5. Basketball Ground
6. Riverside
7. Recreational Centre
8. R&D Building
9. Technology
10. ATM
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Across:

11. S N Bose Auditorium
12. Engineers
13. Examination
14. Prayukti
15. Theks
16. PhireDekha
17. Communication
18. Riviera
19. Garden Restaurant
20. NEEDS
21. Jigyasa
22. Robotics
23. Shankhachil
24. Optoelectronics

রযরিতা
MRIGANKA BANDOPADHYAY [2NDYEAR]
দেখেরি দতাখে অঁধায যাখত,
দেখেরি নূতন দবাখয,
দ দমন দভায াখথ
ফাঁধা অখি দোখনা দডাখয।
োজর ভাো ীযণ দিাে
েী দমন যখ বযা,
মতআ তাখয ধযখত মাআদে না দতা দ ধযা।
যাভধনুয াতটি যখে
যাোখনা দ ারে
অভায ভখনয ভরণখোঠা
ফাখয ফাখয দে উঁরে।
তায ারয অরখতা দিাঁা
াড়া জাখে দভায ভখন,
ভন ফখর, তু রভ েথা েও েী
দভায াখথ ংখোখন।
ফরফ দতাভা এেরা যাখত
এেটু ভ দখর
অভায ের ফযাকুরতা
ধযফ দতাভা দভখর।

েী ত ক্ষরত,
মরে তাভ অরভ ারে।
ফাধা-ফন্ধন দিখড়উখড় দমতাভ ওআ নীর অোখ!
তেন দেউ থােত নাঅভাখে েুখঁ জ দত না।
খতা- উখড় দমতাভ ওআ কেরা ফবখত ,
দমোখন দেৌযীঙ্কয থাখে এোখথ।খতা অযখফয উষ্ণ ভযুবূরভখত রেখভযুঝখড়য ম্মুেীন তাভ!
খতা ফা নেীয কুরুকুরু প্রফা ুখনীতররিগ্ধ ফাু নুবফ েযতাভ।খতা োফানর ফা েুর্টব নায ম্মুেীন খজীফন ভৃতুযখে এেআ দেখভ দফঁখধ-দপরতাভ!

রথখেয ফযক্ততা
SOUMIK PODDER [3RDYEAR]
খযয তু ররয টান অভায ফযস্ত জীফখনয খথ,
ভরস্তখেয ব্রহ্মান্ড েখযখি অভা ভাপ্ত জেখত।
পু টাখথয ধুখরায যে অয দযাে ভাো োো,
তারেখ অখি স্পষ্ট জীফখনয ভুরষ্টখভ িাঁো।
তীখতয দোরাকুরর েখযখি হৃেখ েৃযট,
দভখর্ ঢাো তাযা মরে োখি অখ-দভখরনা ভত,
দিঁ ড়া ফাররখয তু খরায দিাঁা খ মা রতক্ত
জীফনটা মেন এেখর্ঁখরভ রডম্বাণু টা রক্ত।

অরভ রিরাভ এেরা রিরাভ
অভায জীফখন,
ঠা দতাভায উরিরত
াড়া জাোখরা প্রাখণ।

স্বাধীখনয স্পব দরখেখি অনভখন তায দঠাঁখট
রফখলখণয রফখলয রাো না দিাখেভুখে
দিতনায বয েখয খনে পানু উড়খি অোখ
ভখয ফুরনাে না পু খযাখর জীফনটা পযাোখ।

অরখতা েখয ুখধাআ তখফেী দো দতাভায নাভ?
জফাফ রেিু াআরন
তাআ নীযফ যআরাভ।

রনস্তব্ধতায অেুন দেখড় রনখখি পােুখনয দোরার
ফযাথব এ জীফন মরে না া ুন্দযী ফুর
েভখনয এথ বাফখত রাখে ভধুয
ফরা েুফ জ মরে না  জীফখনয দযোথ ুেযূ ।।

ফরফ দতাভা ের েথা
দম রেন অভায খফ,
ভখনয ের রবরালা
রুরেখ নীযখফ।

ারে
MOUSUMI MAZUMDER [1STYEAR]
উড়ন্ত ারে ওআ দম অোখ,
দনআ দোখনা ভানা তায,
দনআ দোন ফাধা দম

Experience is a hard teacher.
She gives the first and the
lessons.
~Sri
SriRamkrishnaParamhansa
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BANGLA
ােরী !!
TIRTHADIP SINHA [ASST. PROF.]
১
ােরী, ঝার ভুরড় অয
রার িা োরফ?
াের খ র্ুযরি অরভ
দতায অোখ রযক্সা িখড় ।
পু িো রফরা, ি-দঁারজ,
বু র দোোখন, েররয দভাখড় ।
না দেখর তু আ,
ঝভ-ঝভা-ঝভ োঁখিয গ্লা
দমভন বাখে,
বােখফ অো ।
এেটু োরন ভ দতায
াযরফ রে অভা রেখত?
২
ােরী, ুখতা োটা র্ুরড়য ভখতা
ারযখ মারফ?
এআ দতা অভায রফার
এেটা অো অখি,
িযািখয ডু ফখত থাো
ডাুে ারেয েল্প অখি ।
দিাট্ট েণা ধুররয ভখতা
মেন আখে নািফ তেন
র্ুেুয াখ ঝভ-ঝভ-ঝভ,
োযখণ নাভখফ শ্রাফণ ।
এেটু োরন নািখত রে তু আ
াযরফ অভায াখথ?
৩
ােরী, ফাভাখখত রে
হৃে থাখে?
দতায মখে যাওরা খড়,
তফু জারন, দতায েফয যারে ।
মরে তু আ ফযথা া,
তাআ দতা হৃে মখে যারে ।
আখে ন, দতায জনয
বযাঁ বযাঁ েখয দেঁ খে দপরর ;
অফায ঠা ঠা
ফ বু খর এেোর দখ দপরর ।
এেটু োরন জরড়খ
ধযরফ রে তু আ অেয েখয?
৪
ােরী, অভায দিাখেআ
দেে না এআ ৃরথফী?
আখে েখয, দেরে েতফায
দঢউ এখ দতায নাভ দভাখি ;
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তু আ যাঁ ফর ফা না ফর,
ফাররখতআ নাভ রররে অরখোখি ।
এআ এেরা র্য, েুনখি প্রয,
অভায খোিার রফিানা ।
দতায িরাির, অভায দোয,
ান্ত ভখনয ঠিোনা ।
এেটু দখ, ীখতয দখল
দাাে রে ভােরফ তাখত?
৫
ােরী, োঁোয জনয
যুভার রাখে?
এআ দতা অভায
দফাতাভ দোরা টি-াটব অখি,
তায েবীখয
রফার এেটা হৃে অখি ।
াযাজীফন োঁেখত দেফ,
দতায োন্না বাে ফাফ ।
এেটু োরন বাে রেখত রে
াযরফ তু আ?
৬
ােরী, ভনটা রে দতায
থভখে অখি অভায খক্ষা?
অাটু কু থাে আখেয াখথ রভখ,
দপ্রভ াযখফ না যূঢ়-ফাস্তখফয নীর-রফখল ।
তঃ অফায েখে ফিয খয,
নয দোথাও ঠা খফ দেো ;
তু আ াঁটরফ নয োযও াখথ,
অরভ াঁটফ এখেফাখয এো ।
াখধ রে অয এে টু েখযা রনখোটিখনআ
ােরী ফখর ডারে?

ANUREETA PRAMANIK
[3rd YEAR]

জীফন

১৫আ কফাখে ফুধফায রেফাখরাখেদআ ভভবারন্তে েৃযটা বু রখফানা দোখনারেন।

ATANU PRADHAN [INSTRUCTOR]

জ যর ভনটি, ারেুী জীফনটি
ঠা দিাখেয রখে দোন ফাুফখর
দেখড় রনর তায প্রাণ,
অত্মীস্বজন প্ররতখফী েুণীজন ,
েখরেখর িুখট অখ স্খর
দেরের েখর খড় অখি বূ রভতখর
ুন্দয দেোরন, ভুে তায ধূররম্লান।

জীফন ভাখন ভস্ত মুদ্ধ
দফঁখি থাোয রড়াআ ।
জীফন ভাখনআ োন্নাার
ুধু ুে দম নাআ ।
িরায খথ ফাধা দখর
জীফন দোঁখজ নতু ন রো,
ফাঁিায ভাখন ফেখর দম মা
মেন োখট ভারনা ।

দেঁ খে দেঁ খে ফরর, ওখয ুব দোথা দেরর
উখঠ ড় এক্ষুরন স্কুখরয ড়া অখি খনেোরন
রেরনা দ াড়া পু টখরা না দিাখেয তাযা,
রি োয েখয ফরর ওখয ফািা দোথা দেরর
রপখয অ তু আ োঁেখি দম ফাআ
এতরেখন দভাযা রাভ ুোযা।

ভখনয ভাখঝ াজায যেভ
দ্বন্দ্ব রদ্বধায ফাা,
দ্বন্দ্ব রদ্বধায ভাখঝও অখ
ভখন নতু ন অা ।

াখফা না অয দতাখয, ফরর োতস্বখয
জীফখনয অখি মতটু কু ফারে,
দভাখেয হৃে রনরফখড়, দতায স্মৃরত জরড়খ
শ্রান্ত ুে ফুখে দতাখে ধখয যারে ।

নতু ন জীফন ুযু খর
ের েুঃে মাখফ িখর,
এআ বাফনা এখর ভখন
জীফন দোঁখজ ভাখন ।

এেটা হৃে
দডখপান

PINAKI SATPATHY [ASST. PROF.]

SOUMIK PODDER [3RD YEAR]

এেটা হৃে,াত ভুদ্র ,
দতখযা নেী,
েুখিাে জুখড় ে রেেন্ত
জন্াফরধ!

যাখেয স্বপ্ন দেেরাভ দতায াখথ,
ফেরাখত িাআ না দতাখে দমখোখনা রযরিরতখত ।
তু আ রিরর অভায দআ প্রথভ দথখে,

এেটা জীফন, ফারজেখযয
অজফ দেরা
এে বীড় দরাে জরভখ যাখে
ভুেয দভরা।

তু আ ুধু অভায দডখপাখন অয িা-এয দঠখে ।
“দফঁখি থাোয োন” দাে ফা “যফীন্দ্রঙ্গীখতয” ুয,
ফআ দতায দথখে দানা মতআ দাে ূেযু ।
ঙ্গী্খতয ভূিবনা ফা খেয দভরফন্ধখনয ররর,
তু আ ুধু অভায Facebook অয WhatsApp D.P.
দতায অেভখন ফেখরখি রিন্তাধাযা, ধখযরি েরভ,
অয েত দোরফ েণবখজাড়ায এেভাে ভরভ?
অরভ ফাঁিখত িাআ দতায াখথ াযাটা জীফন,

।

তু আ ুধু অভায দডখপান, এ জীফখন-অভযণ ।

ুোযা
SUDHANSHU SEKHAR MAITY, [GENERAL ASST.]

দভাযা রতাভাতা
র্ভবাক্ত দেখ এেযা ফুখেয মন্ত্রণা রনখ
াংারযে ভাাজাখর দেখট িখররি রনররেন,
ুধু ক্ষখণ ক্ষখণ ভখন খড় দরেন

এেটা ভানুল দানায রযণ
খেলখণ,
যতরীয যাস্তা দোঁখজ
অন ভখন।
বাখরাফালায দনা দফুঁ
মেন তেন,
আরিখন ফাউন্ডুখর
যারে মান।
রুে দযাখেয
দবায
দভারনী ভুে
দভরায

অনা বাখে
েুুখয,
ঠা াযা
রবখড়।
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BANGLA
এেখনা ুধু তু আ
ASIM KUILYA [DEMONSTRATOR]
ওখয ােরর, দেন দিখড় দেরর
রর দেন স্বাথবয?
ভুখি রেরর দভায ার, ওখয ফবনাী
জাোরর দেন রদ্বপ্রয?
টাো েরড় নার ভারে, ওখয দভায দাােী
ুধু দতাখে অরভ িাআ;
দল র যাোযারে, রাভ রফফােী
দরাভ ুধআু িাআ।
দিাে ফুজখরও দতাখে েুখঁ জ াআ
তু আখতা দিাখেয ভরণ;
দতায বারফাা ফড়আ ফবনাা
দটা অরভ ুধু জারন।
অজও ফাতাখ, দমন দবখ অখ
দতায যীখযয েন্ধ
ভনখে দফাঝাআ, তু আ অরি াখ
যারে না দোখনা দ্বন্দ্ব।

ঢােখত িাআ না েখঠায তয
রভখথযয দোখনা দফড়াজাখর,
ুনখত িাআ না াধুফাণী,
বন্ডখফী ওআ াধুয াখর|
দফরাফ অখি মত া,
িাআ না ভুিখত েঙ্গাজখর;
বেফাখনয িাআ না েৃ া
অভায  েভবপখর।
রবযুয ভখতা িাআ না াযখত
োখযায াভখন ভাথা নারভখ,
বখয জনয িাআ না ারাখত
রতয দথখে ো ফাঁরিখ।
ভানুল অরভরনখজয রযি েড়খত িাআ,
অরভ ুধ,ু অরভও ারযএটাআ প্রভাণ েযখত িাআ।।

এেখনা দেখ দযখেরি মতখন
দআ অঁিখড়য োে
ুধু ভখন খড়, প্ররত ক্ষখণ-ক্ষখণ
দআ ফুেবযা দাাে।

SUMEDHA DUTTA [2ND YEAR]

অজ ফাজাখয, পু খরয ফেখর
ুধু দভাভফারত রেরন
ফারড় রপখয এখ, েুরঁ জ িাযাখ
দোথা দযখেরি ধূোরন।

োরনেটা এখরাখভখরা বাখরাফাা
মখে াজাখনা রেিু িরফ।
দপ্রভ, তু রভ নীর অোখয ভাখঝ
রফরেন্ন দভখর্খেয অঁরেফুরে।

অরভ ও ারয

দও রির অোখয ভখতা
াো োখরা দভখর্ ভাতাভারত,
তায ওআ ার ভুে দেখে,
ভন ত অনখন্দ ভাোভারে।

SHUBHAM DUTTA [3RD YEAR]
রপখয দমখত িাআ তীখত অরভ,
থােখত িাআ না ফতব ভাখন,
অঁধাখযয এআ জেখতয ভাখঝ
ানখত অর্াত িাআ না প্রাখণ।
েূরলত এআ রফশ্বভাখঝ
দভরখত অরভ িাআ না ডানা,
দম জেখত অজখে া
বাখরাফাাটাও খখি ভানা।
ফরখত িাআ না ভখনয েথা
অজখে অরভ োখযায োখি;
রনখজয ভখনয োভ,
দম ুধু রনখজযআ যাণ ভাখঝ অখি!
দেেখত িাআ না এআ জেখত
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অধুরনেতায েযার িাা,
যােখত িাআ না থবরফীন
োখযায বাখরাফাায ভাা।

দপ্ররভে রফখের

দপ্ররভে রফখের এে
বাখরাফাা রফররখখি
দভখটিয অরুথারু িু খর।
নতু ন দপ্রখভয স্পব অয
দভখটিয ভুখেয রাজুে ার
ভন ভাতাখনা াওা এখন রের
তাখেয অযও োিাোরি।

SADHNA KUMARI
[2ND YEAR]

যাধী
MOUMITA JANA [ASST. PROF.]
অভায েু-দিাখেয রেখে
তারেখখিা তু রভ ফুফায।
দেভন রার-রুখে দভা
দর্ারাখট অভায দিাে।
অভায যীয জুখড়
ক্ষত-রফক্ষত অর্াখতয রিহ্ন।
অরভ বাখরা-ভখন্দয ংজ্ঞা জারননাভানুল ও কুকুখযয তপা েুরঁ জনা।
ডািরফখনয দনাংযা, িা এঁখটা োফায
অরভ রনখভখল দেখরি
োে, কুকুয, আঁেযু দফড়াখরয াখথ।
অরভ পু টাথ টাখে দজখনরি
অভায যাখতয রফিানা।
অরভ রেখনয অখরাখে রিখনরি
ওটা এেটা রযোয জাভা।
দম জাভাটা খড় যাখতয ভানুল েুখরা
দেভন োখর ভানুখল ফেখর মা।

ীখতয যাখত জ্বারা অেুন ।
দেেুখরা দমন ুেখনা াতায ভত
দেখি েুটিখভাথােুখরা ােীয ফাা তখফ বু র ন
দমন েত োখরয েূলখণয োরর
ওখেয োখ দরখট ।
দেউ জাখন না ওযা োযা
দেউ জাখননাওযা অজ দেখ র্ুখভাখফ
নারে না দেখ!
আ রুখেয ন্ধোয ভুেদেখে নাও বাখরা েখযমাযা দতাভায োঠখোড়াখতা ফা অোভী রেখনয অরভআ ।

Strength islife. Weakness is death.
~Swami Vivekananda

এয খযয েথা রর্ুভন্ত ফিা দোখনা োড়ী
মরে অভা রখল না রেখ থাখে
তাখর, এেরেন ফযাফায ফাজাখয
দোখনা এে ভন্দেররয ভন্দখভখ অরভ।
থফা অরভ রিন্তাআফাজ, েুনী, যাধী
অভায াখত রফখেী যাআখপর।
অয অভায ফ একু।
এেটা রিোখযয টাখন অরভ
দল েখয রেখরি ভাখয দোখর
অেখর যাো রুটাখে!
অভায যাখধয দোখনা দল দনআ।
রতয ফররি জজব এখত অভায দোখনা রফখফে েংন দনআ।
অভাখে তু রভ ারস্ত রেখত িাও?
রে ারস্ত?
পাঁর, ভৃতুযেন্ড!!
ভৃতুয রে রতযআ েুফ েঠিনঅরভ ভযখত াআ না বঅভায জীফন ভৃতুযয দিখ জ ন।
জজব াখফ,
ভৃতুয অভায দনআ।
েরোতা, ভুম্বাআ, রেল্লী, দিন্নাআ এয
ওরর েরর র্ুখয দেখো
াজায াজায রু
র্যীন, রযফাযীন, োেযীন
তফুও ওযা দফঁখি থাখে দোরা অোখয নীখি,
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YouthCentral
Technology
AMAN RAJ[2ND YEAR]

KUMARI SURAVI
[2ND YEAR]

I wake up each morning,
when my smart phone makes noise.
Technically speaking,
It’s just one of my toys.
Call me lazy,
but I try to save time.
Cooking my breakfast in microwave oven,
is not a real crime.
Before I dance,
with my electric toothbrush.
Straight for the email inbox,
I drive in a rush.
With the click of mouse,
I outsource my work with puff.
Through Amazon reviews,
I search my stuff.
I attempt to snap out,
from my wired realm.
It seems like technology,
is right at the helm.
I drive half a block,
to the variety store.
Technology is friendly,
and opens the door.
I finally use
my dry mouth to speak.
I'm definitely rusty
and sound like a freak.
Why can't they get a robot,
to slice the meat.
with my disappointment ,
I eagerly tweet.
At the checkout,
I have a clear choice.
Use a human
or a machine with a firm voice.
I returned to my college,
my game has arrived.
My ancestors were truly,
technology deprived.

Mother -o-Mine
DEBADRITA DATTA CHOWDHURY [2ND YEAR]

A grey twilight, graveyard of mellifluous cry
Drifted breeze touching my bewailing eyes;
The dark stone stands before me
There’s no longer the abode of love.
Serene, tranquil, mother-o-mine,
Now she’s gone,
transcended to the other world;
Mother, your lullaby reverberates here
The most melodious tune to my ears;
A glimpse of your smile which made my day
Is still not indistinct before my tears;
Can I ever forget that dark stormy night?
When I lay engulfed by awful fright,
Your warm mollifying embrace
Subdued the entire plight;
The tree bestowed a solicitous shade,
Rendered composure to its sheltered;
Alas! It has shed all its leaves
Left the place a barren void forever;
Perhaps He can’t look down to all of us,
So He sent you, mother, to the earth;
How can you be so pristine, so flawless?
He might have made you by His own hand.
I saw crinkle below thee esteem eyes;
Thy lips turned puckered in front of mine;
Yet tour beauty surpasses worldly allurement
Your essence takes me to divine paradise.
I don’t rue that she’s no more
But am pleased that she was;
A decade of year could never heal the wound
What still haunts is the pang of the loss;
Now each lovelorn day passes retrospections
You lived and now rest in equanimity…
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ENGLISH
Who is being so rude?

I’m An Engineer

ABHISHEK KUMAR[1ST YEAR]

MOHAMMAD NADEEM
& SUSHMITA JHA[2ND YEAR]

When I see those little faces before me
as they stood,
A sudden question strikes meHow can god be so rude?
They were actually meant for learning
But they are found earning
They were meant to read and have fun
But still they are found working hard in the
sun.
As seeing all these as there I stood
The same question strikes me –
How can god be so rude?
All of a sudden I saw many crying
Some were even found dying
Some were even deprived of food
But still people acted as rude as they could
As seeing all these as there I stood
The same question strikes meHow can god be so rude?
But people as they saw them working
Didn’t show pity in fact was laughing!
Is this what is written in our constitution?
And is this is taught in institutions?
As seeing all these as there I stood
The same question strikes meHow can god be so rude?
So let’s take oath to lend them a hand,
And provide them protections where,
Confidently stand….
They were meant to play and have fun
So protect them from work in the sun
Give them whatever they deserve,
So that our future could be reserved.
Because there is no reason, there is no
abuse…
A child is meant to learn not to earn…
Save child right, make your future bright.

The best brains of the nation
may be found on the last
benches of the classroom.
~Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
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Water is good, but I prefer beer,
Not a common man, I’m an Engineer.
Always at work and no time to spare,
Leave me alone, I’m an Engineer
Live in my own world, don’t want anyone
near,
Excuse me please, I’m an Engineer.
Science is the key, Technology is dear,
Have my own attitude, I’m an Engineer.
Neither exams nor results do I fear,
It’s just that, I’m an Engineer.
Parents scold, teachers shout,
but sorry I don’t hear,
After all guys, I’m an Engineer.
Legs on accelerator, hands on gear,
Keep out of my way, I’m an Engineer.
Should I repeat or have I made it clear?
Never try to mock, I’m an Engineer.
Keep me in your heart and always do cheer,
Forget me not, I’m an Engineer.

A Poem For Mom
KUMAR SHUBHAM [2ND YEAR]
You are the sunlight in my day,
You are the moon I see far away.
You are the tree I lean upon,
You are the one that makes troubles be gone.
You are the one who taught me life,
How not to ﬁght, and what is right.
You are the words inside my song,
You are my love, my life, my mom.
You are the one who cares for me,
You are the eyes that help me see.
You are the one who knows me best,
When it’s time to have fun and time to rest.
You are the one who has helped me to dream,
You hear my heart and you hear my screams.
Afraid of life but looking for love,
I’m blessed for God sent you from above.
You are my friend, my heart, and my soul.
You are the greatest friend I know.
You are the words inside my song,
You are my love, my life, my Mom.

YouthCentral
The Pride that Perished

A Solace Day

DEBADRITA DATTA CHOWDHURY [2ND YEAR]

ASHITA KUMARI[2ND YEAR]

Striding down the solitary lane
The pluvial night, the drops of rain;
No notion had she of the peril
The awaiting pernicious hell;

Want to live like this, the way it was today,
Live, die, rise and cry, enjoy in my own way.
The game of life starts
when i am ready with my own weapon,
And when i am ready to go,
the way is already open.
What I need to reach zenith is real happiness,
Only then i can work perfect,
without making a mess.
World would be so morphing,
if there is veracity.
love and care and brotherhood in every city.
If I feel so good each and every second,
It would be nice if my life would not end.
Hold on your hopes and dreams,
for your fears are less than it seems,
so, to all of those
who feel like they are loosing the fight,
and those who feel that
there is no hope in sight,
take a minute to look at the sky.
And remember that there is something out
there bigger than you and I.
Just like today, the Sun will rise again.
through the clouds and rain.
and the darkness will fade away.
So hold your head, what you are truly worth,
and remember
TOMORROW IS NEVER THE SAME.
Want to live like this, the way it was today,
Live, die, rise and cry, enjoy in my own way.

Soon the vicious circle shrouded her,
Her despair mind and pulsating heart;
Depraved vile approaching her
No one to witness the pain;
Thy perfidious filthy hand tore her respect
Yet you smile like nothing happened
Atrocious deed led to her destruction,
Abandoned was she in prevailing
abomination.
It was dark she lay along the roadside
Blood drenching in the hush night;
You shattered and took away her pride;
Thy seen the lust but not tears in her eyes.
Suffocating beneath the demonic stature,
Abode of evil turned blur before her;
Savage ripped apart her tender flesh
The orgy ruined her to fulfill desire.
You mortified her and left her moribund,
That survival was more agonizing than death.
What she urged? Only a little clemency;
A solicitous shield to be underneath;
Innocent cry overwhelmed with hatred;
Desperate eyes anxious for vengeance;
Soon thee laughter will be fade
When devil itself afraid of consequence.
Let’s wake up from slumber,
throw away the blindfold;
Held out soothing hands in the dark cold;
Be it their judgementday,
who despoiled her dignity
The day, worth of a woman, we will
recognize…

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication
~ Leonardo Da Vinci

I Can See The Stars….
KANIKA CHAUDHARY[1ST YEAR]
I can see the stars in your eyes,
In the flock of rays in sunrise.
Not for I love you,
but for your esteem eyes.
Those are black, deep like hay,
Shivering my heart to the bay.
Thy eyes remind me of the golden era,
When peacock dances like a tera.
They blister out enough light,
Defining the path of my flight.
I am on my way, exploring my destiny,
My face lingers by the face of mystery.
Trust me,
my destiny holds our chemistry.
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Hungry Heart
KRISHNENDU BASAK [3RD YEAR]
My heart is broken,
And anger in my soul;
all my dreams are,
now playing a reverse role..
Life goes on and
and you came too..
but my heartbeat .
never returned from you..
You are my love,
you are my dream;
on the mountain top ,
I wish to success.
Everytime you glance at me;
my heart, skips a beat;
and i know deep in my heart..!
you are the sole reason
who makes me complete..
In my dreams, you are mine;
And i am yours forever;
but when the dreams break
and reality comes in,
i know you will not be there for me, ever..
Sleeping tonight with the hope;
that one day you will be mine,
rising together in each other's arm..!
to see a brighter Sunshine.

The Present
PALLAV DAS[3RDYEAR]
I stand in front of a window, gazing outside
Only your voice over the phone reached me,
not the bright light
As I stood there, listening to your words,

It feels we are close by,
even in this separated world
I knew you would say that
youwanna hang up,
But the silence filled after every period
weren’t enough
I kept on listening to the silence
after you said goodbye
Even the buzz in of the bees
felt precious enough to stop time
Although the places we used to visit together
have changed
But the feel in that I had for your caring
towards me remain same
The dreams we used to dream
about from yesterday to the present
Are the only gifts you left me to be happy
with… Our past...my present

Hopper’s pop and Popper’s hop
PINAKI SATPATHY [ASST. PROF.]
Grasshoppers hop
On green grass top,
Drenching wings in
Thin rain drop.
Bustling bees are
Funning in fuzz,
Bristle is jostling
Making a buzz.
Bugs all bellowing
Melodies cute,
Gadfly glad but
Mum and mute.
Golden drone chant
Unknown tone,
Gathered tiny bugs
Known unknown.
Drums and drama and
Non-stop hop,
Tonight there is
Jazz and pop.

Good people go through trials, but don’t suffer. With
that experience their life becomes better, not bitter.
~ Sri SriRamkrishnaParamhansa
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Stressed or Depressed?
ANUNAY KUMAR[4TH YEAR]
Feeling stressed out? You’re not alone. In a survey conducted by American Psychological
Association, Seventy-two percent of adults reported feeling stressed out at least some of the
time during the past month. Regardless of what you’re stressing about, stress can quickly turn
into a problem when it builds and starts to cause wear and tear on your body—and your overall
mental state. In fact, if left unmanaged stress can actually lead to depression.
Chronic stress leads to physical changes in your brain and body, changes in the way you’re
thinking, and ultimately to changes in the way you’re behaving. Stressed out people are more
likely to engage in unhelpful and unhealthy behaviours like overeating, smoking, drinking, and
dropping out of important activities like exercising and socializing. And all of this can increase
the likelihood that your stress turns into depression.
So how can you tell if you’re just stressed out or are suffering from depression? Essentially the
answer lies in the severity and the duration of your symptoms. Feeling stressed out is usually
associated with feeling overwhelmed or under pressure. As you know, the term “stressed out”
is a generalization we use to really just say that we’re having a hard time coping with distressing
emotions such as fear or sadness.
These feelings can last for a couple of day. However, when you don’t manage these emotions
effectively they can transform from a single episode of feeling overwhelmed into a chronic
mood that feels more severe and lasts longer. That’s when stress turns into
depression. Depression is more than just a passing bad mood. If you’ve been feeling some of
the following symptoms for two weeks or more, you might be suffering from depression:
• Feeling sad and hopeless
• Lack of energy, enthusiasm and motivation
• Withdrawing from other people
• Trouble making decisions
• Feeling restless, agitated and irritable
• Eating more or less than usual
• Sleeping more or less than usual
• Trouble with concentration and memory
• Feeling bad about yourself or feeling guilty
• Feeling anger and rage
• Feeling that you can't overcome difficulties in your life
• Trouble functioning in your personal life
• Chronic physical symptoms (such as pain or stomach issues)
• Thoughts of death or suicide
Although depression is the most common mental health disorder, it is treatable.
However, most people can’t manage it alone. If you or a loved one is suffering from depression,
it’s important that you seek professional help. If you’re depressed it can feel incredibly hard to
take action and do anything to help you get better. The key is to start by taking small steps.

There is a great difference between worry and concern.
A worried person sees a problem, and a concerned
person solves a problem.
~Harold Stephens
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A Dream!
SAURAV KUMAR JHA[4TH YEAR]
It rarely happens that we tend to remember the dreams we see, while asleep. But this particular
dream I had, has gotten itself into my memory so deeply that I could not resist myself from
penning it down.
I saw a dream; I saw a dream of India; I saw a dream of magnificent and glorious India.
An India, where ‘Democracy’ is not only a hypothetical term, but a practical scenario.Where
ministers are not rulers, but the servers.Where females are not only worshipped in imaginary
idols, but in their natural forms.Where even girls can fearlessly go on night shifts of their duties.
Where knowledge is not bought and sold, but distributed and accepted as we once had in prehistoric India. Where people are not afraid of the police, but seek faith in the police.
Where the justice is not literally blind, but capable enough to see the fair and the
unfair.Where dealings happen on the table-top, and not under the table. Where the cultivator
does not die due to shortage of food cultivated by himself. Where people do not fight to prove
their God’s superiority, but share their cultures and learning. Where every child goes to school
and no child dies due to lack of food. Where everyone is patriotic, and no one betrays the trust
of our motherland. Where every soul is happy and every mind is free. Where people not only
enjoy their rights, but also perform their duties. Where there is no hatred or grievance, and
peace, satisfaction and love are the only dwellers.
My dream broke early in the morning, ironically, with shouts and howls of some people
quarrelling over some issue, right outside my room’s window, in the street. So, my dream broke,
not only literally, but practically as well. The realization dawned upon me that it could only have
been a dream. A dream which was too unrealistic to be realized and come true. How could I
even dream of dreaming such a dream! I freshened up and glanced through the daily morning
newspaper. The dream kept coming along my mind. But, what I saw in the newspaper was
completely contradictory to the dream. And, the feeling of this dream being unrealistic became
stronger. I went out, and the dream kept lingering in my mind. Everything I saw and observed
seemed to contradict my dream and made my impression of it being hypothetical became
stronger. Yet, it kept coming along my mind, not only that day, but for the days to come.
But then, I pondered over the possible reasons for the dreams regular resonance with my
thoughts. The only reply I got was that I knew that the dream was completely hypothetical, but
my heart wished for it to be true. As Indians, we have developed a tendency to form an image of
such a nation in our minds, that a magnificent and glorious India seems only a dream which can
never come true. But, this a genuine question to every reader: As an Indian, do you not also
dream of such an India, as I dream of?
The concern I have is, that, we have pre-conceptualized an image of our own nation, where the
happiness and satisfaction seems unachievable. But, a nation is formed by its people. If the
people not only dream, but believe in the realization of the dream of a magnificent and glorious
India, as we once had, no one can prevent us from having one. Hence, I saw a dream; a dream to
see a magnificent and glorious India, and now I believe in the realization of this dream.

If you fail, never give up because F. A. I. L. means
“First Attempt in Learning”
~Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
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Fun with God
CHANDAN KUMAR[3RD YEAR]
Once upon a time.... Oh! Wait..this is how all beautiful stories start. The stories are record of
human experiences, shaped by imagination. The story i’m going to tell is about a kid and an old
lady. Lets start..
Once upon a time there was a kid, happy but poor kid. Oh! Wait, How can this be, poverty
always comes with unhappiness. One day kid felt a sense of tension in home, due to lack of
money. He decided to meet the God and ask, “why happiness comes at a cost?, why poor can’t be
happy?”.
Meanwhile, there was an old lady from a well settled family with one busy married son and a
well decorated home. She was unhappy as she was unable to spend much time with her son and
grand-daughter as her grand-daughter was studying in a boarding school and the son was busy
in making money. She often felt alone and lost.
Next morning the kid packed his suitcase with two set of his dress and some packets of Cakes,
Juices and he started his journey. He walked a long, he visited many church, temples and other
places, where he could find god. He got tired. So he sat in the park on the way and opened a
packet to take a cake to eat.
Meanwhile, the old lady, fed up with loneliness, decided to go to park and spend some time
there. She felt that some sense of crowd can make her feel less alone. She sat in the the park
from morning till noon.
It was a hot noon. While eating, the kid noticed an old lady sitting sad with hunger nearby, so he
offered her a piece of cake.She gratefully accepted it with a wide look and smiled at him. Her
smile was so pretty that the boy longed to see it again. After some time he offered her another
piece of cake. Again she accepted it and smiled at him.
The kid was delighted! They sat there all afternoon eating and smiling, but they never said a
word.While it grew dark, the kid was little worried and he got up to leave but before he had
gone more than a few steps, he ran back and gave her a hug and she kissed him with her
prettiest smile.
When the kid came home back and opened the door, his mother was surprised by the look of joy
on his face. She asked him, “What you did today that made you look so happy?”
He replied, “I had a great fun with god!”
Before, his mother could respond, he added, “You know what? She’s got the most beautiful smile
I have ever seen in my life!”
Meanwhile, The old lady, also radiant with joy, returned to her home. Her son was stunned by
the look of peace on her face and asked, “Mom, what did you do today that made you so happy?”
She replied, “I ate cakes in park with God!” Before his son responded, she added, ”You know,
he’s much younger than I expected.”
Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest
compliment or the smallest act of caring, all of which have the potential to turn a life around.

Confidence and Hard-work is the best medicine to kill the
disease called failure.
~Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
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The Epoch-Making Skill- ATTITUDE !
KUMAR SHUBHAM[2ND YEAR]
“The greatest discovery of my generation is that human beings can alter their lives by altering
their attitudes of mind.” – William James of Harvard University.
Every sphere of life, professional or personal, one can achieve success in all endeavors, if one
possesses good and positive attitude. Have a look at this story.
There was a man whose business was to sell balloons. He loitered through streets walking up
and down to make his living out of selling balloons. Whenever he felt that his balloons were not
sold, he released the helium-filled balloons into the air. When the children saw the balloons go
up, they wanted to own one. Like this he made his selling go up. One fine evening he thought of
having the business in the beach which would be very much crowded. He waited for some time
in the beach and then started doing his selling tactic of releasing the balloons of different colors
– red, green, blue & yellow into the air. After seeing the balloons high up in the air, many
children came to buy it. When he was busy with the work, a child came and stood in front of him
and posed this – “If you release the black color balloon, would that also fly?” Moved by his
question, the man replied, “It is not the color of the balloon, it is what is inside that makes it go
up”
That is the way of our lives. What is inside us make us to achieve success is ATTITUDE. Our
attitude resolves how we look at an impede. It all depends on one’s perception. For an optimist
it is a stepping stone to success. For a pessimist it is a stumbling block. One should be able to
identify one’s attitude and stream it in such a way as a stepping stone to success. We have all
resources, talents and positive attitudes, but we all will be waiting for the opportunity to be
dropped on our hand. The fact is, opportunities never come in hand. We should grab it when it
knocks the door. Even grabbing it, ATTITUDE matters a lot. To a negative attitude person who
cannot recognize the opportunities, will complain of noise when it knocks.
One cannot be called a complete human being if one has arms & legs, eyes & ears, a heart and a
brain. Those who can take right decision at the right time with a positive attitude can be called
so. That is why it is so crucial for many of us to take right decision. A right decision at the wrong
time becomes the wrong decision any way.
What frames our attitude?
3E’s – Environment, Experience and Education. These 3 E’s may vary from person to person but
the positive approach towards these three will surely fetch the 3 E’s – Employability, Efficacy &
Estimation.
People with positive attitudes have certain personality traits that are easy to recognize. They
are caring, confident, patient and humble. They have high expectations of themselves and
others. They anticipate positive outcomes. A person with a positive attitude is like a fruit of all
seasons. He is always welcome. Hence friends, identify your attitude, make it positive and step
ahead to achieve success in all accomplishments.

Don’t read success stories, you will get only message….
Read failure stories, you will get some ideas to get success…
~Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
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Value of Education
SACHINDEB JANA[DEMONSTRATOR]
In recent age it is very common word “Technology”. We are all with technology; its application
is also in every sphere of human life. One of the most important impacts of technology is in the
education sector. Education and technology both are correlated. As technology develops
education system gains strength. But is education is developing as it happens to be? In ancient
age education was not so easy. There was limited number of schools, colleges, universities,
institutes, teachers, accessories and books. Nowadays there are so many institutions, so many
books on same subject by different authors, so many open access journals. Internet is a big
option for collecting information, learning and growing. We can gather knowledge from
different magazines, seminars, conferences, electronic media etc. But have we accumulated
knowledge up to that extent as it compared to the earlier days. Question is, are we gaining
quality of education? Probably not.Most of the time we are talking about resources, but not
extracting knowledge from there. We are trying to get it easily. We are storing softcopies in
storage media, hardcopies in so many cases, but not storing it in our mind. Choosing one
particular topic and concentrating on that or focusing on that should give us some tasteful
knowledge. As resources for education is becoming readymade, the result or impact is becoming
soft. This is comparable to money. As the amount of money increasing its value decreases.
Similarly due to easy availability of education resources it is losing value.

Life !
ANUP SINGH [2ND YEAR]
Pressing a rewind button means going back to a point in time and changing past events. This is
hypothetical but when you will come back to a point from where you first begun, the reality
would have changed. Because by going in the past you've introduced huge disturbances in the
system and you never know what probability will unfold for present time.
True, rectifying mistakes sounds cool but we are forgetting one important factor that mistakes
are the things which shape us. For a minute remove all the struggles, sacrifices and mistakes
and you are good as dead and remember one thing if you are life has no ups and downs it means
you are dead. Struggles are a part of life it makes us stronger we should not let them break us.
We
should
let
them
make
us.
The beauty of life lies in making mistakes and aiming for perfection. Perfection is a prejudiced
projection of your ego and once you achieve perfection, you'll lose interest. It is the fear of
future and past which mostly kills people. You stop enjoying your present. Life is not in the past.
Life
doesn't
lie
in
unknown
darkness
of
future.
Life is happening now.Learn it…… Live it…… Love it.

Every Pride Has A Fall
MD. JAWED[2ND YEAR]
Once there was a famous sculptor. His name “RAMU KAKA”was circulated all over the Bihar. His
sculptures looked real ones. One day he saw a dream that after fifteen days, the angel of death
would come to take him.Ramu kaka prepared nine statues of him and when on the 15th day he
heard the angel of death coming, he took his place between the statues. The angel could not
recognize him and was astonished to see ten Ramu Kaka instead of one. He rushed back to the
god and told the matter. The god got annoyed and set out to take Ramu himself. Ramu Kaka was
alert and stood motionless. The god initially got perplexed. But he thought for a moment. The
angel of death came back and said “Ramu, these sculptures would have been perfect but for one
mistake”. Ramu kaka was unable to suffer blemish in his work.He came out and shouts “Where
is the fault?” Angel of death caught him and told,”HERE”.
The statues were faultless but Ramu kaka was caught because of his pride.
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CAMPUS NEWS AT A GLANCE FOR THE YEAR 2015-16
 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
Our college has launched an "International Journal of HIT transaction on “ECCN".It was its
volume 1, issue: 1A, October - March 2015-16. ISSN: 0973-6875.
 CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS/SHORT TERM COURSES:
 ICMC-2015:

The second International Conference on Mathematics and Computing (ICMC 2015) is a premier
conference which was organized by Haldia Institute of Technology from 5th to 10th of January
2015. Dr.P.K.Saxena, former director of SAG, DRDO, Delhi and Dr. P.D Srivastava, Professor,
Dept. of Mathematics of IIT-KGP were holding the general co-chairs .At the Workshop chair we
had Dr. Peeyush Chandra, Professor, Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, IIT-Kanpur.
 ACSP -2015:

A short term course on advanced communication and signal processing was a great success
achieving high attendance including departmental faculties and students. The workshop was
scheduled from 15th to 22nd of January 2015.The official training partner of the program was
Spoken Tutorial Project, IIT BOMBAY. The main objective of this short term course was to
facilitated engineering faculties/academicians /research/scholars /project students to acquire
competencies to the vast areas of research beyond academics. The program was handled by
eminent speakers of IIT KGP, IIEST-SHIBPUR, CALCUTTA TELEPHONES, ASSAM University, host
institute and the representative of Spoken Tutorial Team, IIT BOMBAY. Our very own HOD, Prof
(Dr.) Jaydeb Bhaumik was the organizing secretary, Mr. Tirthadip Sinha and Mr. Suman Paul
(Assistant Professors of ECE Department) were the coordinator of this event.
 NSAFMTSI-2015:

A national seminar on advanced functional material technology and its social implications was
organized from 30th to 31st January 2015 by the department of school of applied sciences, HIT.
The seminar was extremely useful in the sense that it was attended by chemists, physicists and
engineers making it truly interdisciplinary research on preparation, structure and other
properties in the macro to nano-scale and their applications in the Bio-technology, Renewable
energy, Green Energy, Photonics, electronics, and electrical engineering.
 MESCOS-2015:

Indian Workshop and Symposium on Modeling, Experimentation and Simulation on Complex Systems (MESCoS
2015) was conducted by the School Of Applied Sciences from 5th-7th August 2015.
 NSNN-2015:

A national seminar on nano-science &nanotechnology was held from 9th to 10th of October
2015.The group which had presented a poster on “The Scintillation of ZnO nano particles” was
chosen to be the best among all.
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 ICRTET -2016:

WISMES

An international conference on recent trends in energy technologies organized by Haldia
Regional Centre, India institute of chemical engineers in collaboration with dept. of chemical
engineering was held from January 21st to 23rd, 2016. It was an "Innovative Model
Competition" which provided a stage for presenting the most recent research findings.
 WISMES-2016:

A winter school on micro controller and embedded systems was organized by the ECE dept.
from January 18th to 2nd 2016.The interested student of final and pre final years of
B.Tech/M.Tech in ECE, AEIE, EE, ICE, CSE, IT had participated in this school. Winter school laid
emphasis on applications of embedded systems in a Mechatronics and Robotics mainly through
laboratory session and hands on practices. Hence WISMES 2016 came out as a useful
experience for the students. Mr.Asim Kumar Jana (Assistant professor of ECE).
 ABMASC-2016:

A national seminar on Abrasive machining and Surface coating in mechanical manufacturing
was organized by department of mechanical engineering on 5th march 2016.The lecture was
delivered by some of the delegates from IIT-KGP and from the faculty of our college as well.


Workshops By IEEE STUDENTS' BRANCH

Two workshop of IEEE were organized in the month of august namely MATLAB
(1st - 2nd august 2015) and PLC & SCADA (10th to 13th august, 2015). Huge
number of students from all the departments mainly ECE & EIE had participated
in the workshop.


Workshops by CSI STUDENTS' BRANCH

1. A workshop was arranged by CSI group on Linux & Cloud on 3rd April 2015.The lecture was
delivered by the experts.
2. A workshop on hardware assembling and installation was put together by CSI group on 21st
August 2015.
3. CSI group recently conducted a workshop on Java and Android development on 3rd march 2016.


Workshops By ACM STUDENTS' CHAPTER

1. A five day workshop on c programming was conducted successfully by ACM student chapter
from 11th to 15th of April 2015.

2. Workshop on Printed network and private security was held on 22nd and 23rd in the month of
august- 2015.

3. Recently ACM students' chapter had organized a two days workshop on HTML 5 PSS3 which was held on 12th
and 13th of March.
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Workshops By IETE STUDENTS' FORUM

1. A workshop was organized by ISF on spoken English orientation course from
10th august to 21st august 2015.This workshop was mainly for the final year
students in order to brush up their communication skills for campus interviews.

2. ISF next organized a workshop on C programming and the application of C in Data structure
for IETE and non IETE members .The workshop was organized from 18th august to 11th
September, 2015.In house faculty members had given their efforts by delivering lectures and
sharing programming techniques.
3. A workshop on Advanced Robotics using embedded systems was organized by IETE form
13th October to 15th October; 2015.This workshop got active participation from the first year
students.



Workshop on Automation By ISA-HIT STUDENTS' BRANCH

A national workshop on industrial automation and control was organized from
25th -29th January this year. It was presented by the international society of
automation .HIT student chapter ,department of AEIE and ICE of Haldia Institute
of Technology and ISA Kolkata section .The Hitians who attended this workshop
could know about many advance technologies ,such as MEMS(Micro Electro Mechanical
Systems),sensors and so on .Some of the successful industrialists from IOCL,HPL,TATA POWER
had come to brace up the students by their long term experiences & worthy knowledge.
 STRC-HIT (SPOKEN TUTORIAL RESOURCE CENTER, HIT)
It was an elating moment for HIT to become the official resource centre for spoken
tutorial project of IIT, BOMBAY under NMEICT & MHRD.Its goal is to spread IT
literacy all over HIT campus and nearby area. This project is teaching free and open
source software through audio visual tutorials namely ‘spoken tutorial'. This MOCS
program on several open source software awarded by Google teaches various software skills to
all the Engineering and Technology students focusing on both academics and employment.
STRC-HIT is presently offering following FOSS training/workshops for B.Tech students : C/C++,
LaTex, Java, Python, Libre Office , Advance C++, Java business Application, PHP & MySQL, PERL,
Netbeans, Linux /Ubuntu, Scilab & Scicos, eSim (formerly Free EDA/OSCAD), Open FOAM,
Ascend, GChemPaint, Blender, Inkscape, Cell Designer, Jmol Application. Out of its 17wokshops
that are to be conducted e-Sim and Scilab have already been organized in the ECE & EE dept.
and Python has been organized in the CSE department.
 THE HIT TIMES
Synonymous to the college media is the group of people bringing a tabloid of the
college every semester that covers all that is happening around in the campus. They
also post news updates on the basis of events taking place now and then on their
website and facebook page.
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 IETE Students Forum (ISF)

With great zeal & enthusiasm IETE students forum (ISF) was inaugurated at the ECE
department, HIT on 23rd July, 2015.The institution of electronics &
telecommunication engineering (IETE) is India’s leading recognized professional
society devoted to the advancement of science and technology of electronics telecommunication
& IT, founded in 1953. The ISF of HIT has been set up with about 85 members through the
involvement and support of faculty members as well as IETE centre, Kolkata region. The
purpose of ISF is to provide a platform to the students of our college to exchange ideas by
organizing/participating in technical programs & activities.
 PRAYUKTI’2015

(Annual Tech-Fest of HIT)

1. CIRCUIRIX:
A contest on circuit designing - CIRCUITRIX was conducted by IEEE, Student Branch,
HIT. A competiton was held at the end of the workshop. The team having members
from ECE (Suraj Kumar, Rajarshree Ghosh, Yash Vardhan, Prasun Mondal) received
the first prize for making a clap controlled vehicle.
2. ARMAGODDEON:
A competition on manual robotics- Armageddon was organized by the IEEE student
branch from 7th to 8th May 2015, which provided a flat form to the students to put up
their innovative ideas on Bot making. There were two events in this competition –
Robo-rush & Robo-war.

 RIVIERA'2015

(Annual Cultural Fest of HIT)

Riviera 2015 was held on 3rd, 4th &5th of February 2015.Tabla maestro BIKRAM GHOSE,
PARADIGM SHIFT, the ROCK FUSION band from Mumbai, and the Bengali singer POTA were the
main attractions of the gala night. While the events like globe trotter, face painting, vibgyor,
greenarrow, masquerade etc kept the Hitians' occupied for those three days.

The ecenians whose endeavour paid off - Globetrotter: Ashita Kumari & Ruchika Sinha (1st
runner up), Sourav Kumar Jha - (2nd runner up), Attitude & apparel -Pritish Maity (1st).
 PHIRE DEKHA -2k15

The event for our alumni’s to cherish their old memories organized by Alumni
Association of Haldia Institute Of Technology was held on 7th November, 2015.
The Formal session was followed by cultural program by the hitians. In the
evening there was a special music fusion by the”BOLPUR BLUEZ” to add extra spice in the
excitement and to rejuvenate them.

The academic excellence award was given to the Toppers of each year during the Alumni Meet –
PHIRE DEKHA for the session 2014-15. The following ECE students were the recipients of this
award:
Raghav Kumar Jha (3rd year), Aditi (2nd year), Astha (1st year)
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 SPORTS DAY
Sports day which was held on 28th January, 2016 gave an opportunity to our students to flaunt
their sportsmanship abilities. This one day program was started with march-past followed by
other events such as long jump, 100 meter race, relayrace, short put etc. From ECE - Rahul
Rastogi,RanjanSingh,Biswajyoti Das ,Debtanu Das secured 3rd position in Relay Race while in
long jump Neeraj Muduli secured 3rd position.
 DEPARTMENTAL ACHIEVEMENT IN SPORTS: 2015-16

 BASKETBALL: Ashwani Kr. Lall( 3rd year ) is a member one of our college Basketball
Team from ECE. This team has secured 2nd position in the intra college basketball
match which was held in NITMAS College of kolkata in 2015 & was two times runner
up in intra college basketball in 2014 and 2015.



CRICKET: ECE department was the final runner up of the intra college cricket
tournament, 2015.

 VOLLEYBALL: Ravi Kumar Tiwari (3rd yr) is one of the members of volley ball team
from ECE. Team including him won the intra college Volleyball tournament in year
2014 & 2015. They were the runner up of inter college Volleyball match which was
held at Aryabhatt Engineering College.
 FOOTBALL: The football team of ECE dept. under the captaincy of Ritwik Roy (4th
year) had won the match against BT&FT by 4-0 score. It was held on 30th august
2015.Also ECE won the match held on 6th September against MBA,MCA and M.TECH
by a score 3-0 .
 INTRA COLLEGE CHESS TOURNAMENT
Contributing to a grand achievement for ECE Jyotsana Suman from 3rd yr(currently
4th yr) became the champion among all girls in intra college chess tournament-2015.
Manish Kumar and Aditya Srivastav from 2nd yr succeeded in achieving 4th and 6th
ranks respectively whereas a student from 3rd yr secured the 5th position.

 Departmental Participation Technical contests (outside)

 HITians are excelling in technical contests too since the last few years. A team
of 4th year students from ECE department (Pankaj kumar, Aditya) had
participated in Innovation Challenge India Design Contest 2015, organized by
Texas Instruments. Mr. Dibyendu Chowdhury was the mentor of the event
from ECE Department. They were chosen to be semifinalist in the contest.
 A team of 2nd year students from ECE department (Subham Kumar, Prosenjit
Dubey, Prasun Mondal, Abhishek.) had participated in KSHITIJ-2015 in the
event named SUMMIT .They were chosen to be amongst the top 10 groups all
over the Nation. A team of 1st years from ICE dept. (Prince Gautam,
Nitishkumar, Abhishek Kumar) had secured 7th position in the event named
ARM OF ACHELOUS. They had presented a robot which could operate under
hydraulic pressure.
 DEPARTMENTAL ACHIEVEMENT IN ACADEMIA
 SHRI DEWANG MEHTA IT AWARDS-2016 by NASSCOM
Aditi, Himanshu kumar and Pallavi kumari from 3rd ECE along with Arpita Sagar , Ruchi and Trishav Raj from 4th
yr were awarded certificate of excellence “ SHRI DEWANG MEHTA IT AWARDS-2016” presented in E-Summit
on 19th February 2016 at EZCC Salt Lake, Kolkata by NASSCOM.
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 Student Groups who are actively working in HIT

NEEDS

 NEEDS:
Needs is an initiative taken in order to help the impoverished people,
community, area who are financially not sound enough to fulfill their basic needs
and so the idea of central reserved fund has been emerged out. Its tag line is
“Where every life is worthy” and motto is “spreading smile”. NEEDS has
organized many events and donation camps to old-age homes and orphanage- ‘Gandhi ashram’
situated near Haldia. Cleanliness drive in and around HIT campus, organizes free tuition classes
for destitute children, organizes frequent donation camps inside the campus and had also
helped the people of Nepal during the disaster(earthquake) by sending necessary goods. There
are many active members from ECE (Buddha Dev Mishra, Mayank Pratap Singh) who are
actively contributing in this noble cause.
 HITIAN INSIDE:

In HIT, the wind of progress grabbed its first course may be with the frees ascent
enterprise. Hitian Inside framed by a mere group of four 1st and 2nd year students
namely Jishnu Samanta, Avinash Kumar, Soumya Roy, Arkadipta Banerjee. Now it
has a strong team of more than 30 Hitians. It aims at providing all kinds of updates
that are being posted by the college to the students.
 JIGYASA:

Justifying their tagline “you make a difference, we will make it easier” a nonprofit educational organization sprouted in our college campus with the clear
objective to bring a visible change. This noble cause came up when Dipak Raja
(CE) along with Aditi (ECE) followed by Chandan Mishra (ECE) and some other
friends teamed up their set of ideals & principles and laid the foundation of Jigyasa. It started as
a humble attempt to assist juniors in solving their doubts gradually reached the economically
backward regions of Haldia and thus JAGRITI came into existence- An initiative to make every
needy child educated. Some national news papers notably SAHARA SAMAY, DAINIK JAGARAN
and PRABHAT KHABAR had appreciated their efforts. Currently there are many active members
from ECE dept. like Kajal Kumari and Gautam Kumar from 3rd yr who are positively working
with this team.
 TEAM ASPHALT 2015:

A team of 24 auto enthusiasts which comprise the Formula Student Team of our college under
the captaincy of Nihar Sawar (3rd year, ME) went to the Buddha International Circuit, Greater
Noida in 2015 to represent our college in the Formula Student India Competition. They
achieved a place in top 50 formula student team of the country and were also mentioned in the
'OVERDRIVE' magazine.
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CampusInsider
 Campus Recruitment For ECE Students (2015-2016)
In last couple of years, ECE students are successfully cracked many National level Entrance
examinations and also placed in many MNCs/PSUs as per their career planning. Name of some
major companies who have visited HIT for Campus recruitment of the ECE students for
Batch 2015-2016.
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ALUMNI INTERVIEW RESPONSE
DETAILS OF ALUMNIS

ANUPAM MONDAL

System executive at Zenith
Software Limited
2013 pass out.

ANINDYA BANERJEE

Working as System
administrator in Infosys.
2013 pass out.

GOURAB GHANTY

Working as hardware engineer
at Intel Corporation.
2010 pass out.

AMAN DALMIA
In Higher Study
2015 pass out.

1. What are the advantages of core companies over IT sector and vice-versa?
Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: Core companies can provide the much required relevant orientation to
students from ECE as compared to IT Sector, when the experience of B.Tech in ECE is concerned.

Gourab Ghanty: In core companies one gets the opportunity to directly apply the knowledge
gained from the four years of engineering but in case of IT sector one has to learn many things
before coming to production. However, in case of IT sector one can get global exposure and can
work on projects for great clients. One might also get onsite opportunity in few years of time.
2. How to face an interview for the kind of company you are working with?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: I am working in an IT Firm, for which the required expertise for cracking
interview is a sound knowledge of programming in languages preferred Csharp or C++, detailed
knowledge of the architecture and Operating Systems viz Linux and Windows (Server).

Gourab Ghanty: Be confident. One must have a good grasp on the fundamentals of algorithms
and data-structure and should be comfortable in at least one of the programming language.
Before the interview does a good background study of the company including the major services
offered and the areas they focused. Be prepared to answer questions related to anything you
write on your resume.
3. What degrees of training are necessary for this kind of job?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: Preferred certification degrees in relevant courses. For instance, in my case
of Linux Server Administration a certification in RHCSA or RHCE if possible.
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Gourab Ghanty: I personally feel one does not need to undergo any training. If you pay
attention to the courses taught in the curriculum it should suffice. Moreover, with the sea of
resources available online these days, picking something new is extremely easy. With the
curiosity to know “How” and “Why” the things works in the back end, is the best training you
can get.
4. How mobile and flexible can you be in this field?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: an IT firm requires an overall competency for sustainable growth. Once
cannot be limited to a particular technology for the same. Versatility alongwith flexibility in
various domains is the key to success.

Gourab Ghanty: A job in IT industry is pretty flexible in terms of time and the team you want to
work in. Moreover, since the demand for the industry is rapidly increasing, it should not be
difficult for someone to look for a change.
5. What are the opportunities for advancement within this kind of job?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: If pursued with zeal one can rise up to levels of being Architects and
Consultants based on this kind of job profile. Also feeds way to Entrepreneurship on IT Services.

Amon Dalmia: Before joining Infosys I have one more option which was also from IT Industry. I
talked to people and find out insights of the company. By comparing their view points and I
found that Infosys has a great training program which and a good work culture and
environment.
Gourab Ghanty: Yes there are many opportunities. One can become a Senior S/W Eng, Team
Lead, PM…. and so forth. For higher studies in India or abroad, having some industrial
experience helps both in making your resume strong as well as giving you an idea about the real
world problems.
6. How does Luck play a role in getting the opportunity to get a job?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: If candidate is worthy of the offered position, luck has as but only a little
hand in the play.
Gourab Ghanty: I believe that getting a job is depend on one’s hard work. However, I believe
that luck is a real thing.
7. What do Industries expect from a college pass-out?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: Industry expects college passouts to be aware of the current technology
trends and their application, though not in detail, but yet an overall idea is much preferred.
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Gourab Ghanty: An interviewer expects that an interviewee must know what he/she has
learned during his/her education in college and can express themselves in a clear and concise
manner.
8. What difficulties do you have in your job or have faced in college?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: The challenging part of the job is flexibility not only in relevant technology
but also on the ability to be flexible with the timings of operations. Most projects run 24X7 and
demand apt attention.
Aman Dalmia: The biggest challenge during my curriculum was when I was working on a
project during an internship. A week went by and I was clueless on how to proceed further In
due course I spoke with the researchers there and with the help of my mentor I completed it. I
learned to be patience and adapted the skill of keep going even when the journey was tough.
9. What qualities one should possess to be a consistent employee for a company?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: Flexible, diligent, smart, efficient and creative approach to work is much
appreciated.
Gourab Ghanty : One should work hard and should be updated with the new technology in his
area. Being a good player in the team will definitely enhance one's performance.
10. If you were starting out again, what would you do differently?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: I would pay more attention to the OS and hypervisor alongwith kernel level
programming.

Gourab Ghanty: I wouldn’t be searching for a solution to a problem rather to search for a
problem and then work it on.

11. Where the work experience is better according to you, in West Bengal or in
other states?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee: As per current scenario West Bengal lags a lot in the IT Environment and
options. A boom in IT Services is much required in West Bengal.
12. Would you like to give any advice for the new comers in this field?

Suggestions:
Anindya Banerjee : I would suggest them to develop and polish their coding and reasoning
skills, try to emphasize on varied ways of problem solving and also nourish communication
skills to market their worth if need be.
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Aman Dalmia : Knowledge is important, but so is the art of presenting that to the outside world.
So learn to express yourself. Try to focus on one thing rather doing many different things. Don’t
be too quiet have the habit of SPEAK UP!!.
Gourab Ghanty: Knowledge is important, but so is the art of presenting that to the outside
world. So learn to express yourself. Try to focus on one thing rather doing many different things.
13.Share your college experience.

Aman Dalmia: During my initial days in college I was an introvert by nature, but when I
complete my graduation I was totally different. In my past time I used to the liberty to pursue
my hobby projects. Apart from the wonderful teachers who shaped my career, I feel privileged
to have some best seniors in my life who used guided me in each and every aspect right from the
first year “Intro” to fourth year getting a job.
Aman Dalmia: I am thankful to all my teachers and friends and for their constant support and
guidance and the faith they bestowed upon me. My colleagues are from each and every part
from India which help me to understand various diversified culture and trying to learn some
new languages (apart from programming languages).
Some Memories of College Days(By Anupam Mondal)
Memories take us back. Dreams take us forward. College is the main time of our life.
College was especially sweet because of the positive atmosphere of the college campus. College
inspired me to think differently.
Success is no accident. It is hard work, sacrifice, learning, studying and love of what you
are doing. Our thoughts and prayers are not enough, if you learn self control; you can master
anything. So the madness of success continues..

Miracle happens every day- The thing always happens that you really believe in; and the belief
in a thing makes it happen. So strive towards your goals because remember the difference
between a successful person and others. If not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge but
rather a lack in will.

Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for
tomorrow.
~Albert Einstein
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How Possible?

T

ANINDYA BANERJEE[ALUMNI STUDENT]

his story set in an era when the air is full of possibilities and the heart is a cluster of
feelings, i.e. when I went to the college for the first time in my life. I expect the readers to
feel the same before moving further.
There are a few things about Engineering College and especially the first year that you should
know of, before delivering into the main story. These are as follows:-

1. If you are a first year, you are supposed to be single,
2. Else if you have a girl friend, she mustn’t be in the same college as yours,
3. Else if you have a girl friend in the same college she should be a senior,
4. Else if you have a girl friend in the same college and she is of your year or junior, your seniors
should not be aware of it,
5. Else you are doomed for a lifetime dude.
These conditions were valid in times when ragging was a compulsory edition of Engineering
Colleges.
The story unfolds on the very first day of my college. We were invited first to attend the
introductory classes by the respected HOD of our department in the first half of college day. Post
lunch, we were supposed to assemble in the departmental auditorium, wherein a FRESHER's
Welcome Party had been arranged by our Departmental seniors. [These parties are the source
of all speculation and deduction, wherein the main screening is conducted; you know the special
and unfortunate juniors are handpicked for completion of all errands pertaining to the whims of
the seniors].
The Party started off with a streak of music, a singing performance by the Departmental Diva
and was followed through a parody, a group dance and other forms of displeasure to the
newbies. The closing ceremony was of the formal introduction of the unlucky ducklings.
After the ceremony, we started off for our hostels much exited that the first day of much
anticipation was almost over, and that our worst fears remained illogical. Sun was setting down,
and the weather was pleasant and cool, much soothing than the tension indoors.
We, the first years always moved in streamlined groups to avoid seniors. Life seemed to be easy
for boys in college, but the attractive girls had their time tough. No need to mark my words, as
they would have a few worthy seniors proposing them and a larger bunch of idiots trying to do
the same, since they were seniors too. Lovelier the beauty, larger the pack of wolves
surrounding them.The thought of the day was, pick your partner early else you will not get the
chance to befriend one even on the last day of college. Of the second variety of seniors earlier
mentioned, they come up with dangerous ideas, one which requires no courage on their part
and would be effortless with minimum harm done to their persona, as the ideas would have to
be implemented by the fresh idiots.
We were walking through the corridor, discussing the events of the day and pondering on the
proceedings of the next day. Suddenly, out of the blue, came a familiar senior, Zico Da. Zico's
original name was Nishant, he was schoolmate of my roommate Sam(Sam dropped for a year in
between to prepare for IIT.) Zico was from CSE dept., we were from ECE. We had met a day
earlier.
He called us and we moved away from our herd.
Zico asked “So Champ, How was your first day?", "Had any hits?" winking at me.
Sam replied,
"You know the regular Fresher's Welcome and a speech from HOD, all's well till now."
Zico looked at me. I understood that I was supposed to answer the second question. Averting
the context, I said
"You know the seniors are good, I think from our Dept., nobody has hit me!"
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Zico rolled out into a loud laughter, and everyone in the corridor was looking at me with a
symphony of sympathy struck on their faces.
Zico, explained
"Nobody's goanna hit you, when I am here. I meant something else by 'hits!'."
"Ah! Never mind, but there is something I need you to do for me. It's simple."
"If you look you there, beyond the pillars, you will see a group standing. And that's my beloved,
in a blue salwaar!"
He said, pointing at the four pillars of the College Building’s main entrance. They were actually
arch domes, rising till the fourth floor, stone white in colour and had paved stones as a walkway
through them. The College Bus used to stop there, to pick all first years and carry them safe to
their Hostel rooms.
"All you got to do is just grab info on the go, namely her name, dept., phone number and her
hometown. You see, I could have gone myself, but I am in college uniform and she might be
afraid that I am a senior,"
He said all in a breath of explicit simplicity.
Sam looked at me, hinting to get it done since we would be requiring the favors later.
I thought,
"Alright, I just have to get a few details. That should be fine."
As I started drooling towards the pillars slowly, I started to understand the gravity of the
situation. I was a first year, distinctive from my dress, and was approaching a very attractive girl
from first year, on the very first day of college in the presence of loathing seniors, to get her
personal details. It was like a stag was walking slowly past a pack of lions and tigers to have a
mouthful of water at the heaven's lake of eternal happiness. The seniors were gaping at me with
vicious looks as in I was Osama, and that I just showed up at New York Airport claiming my
passport.
Things started becoming uncomfortable for me, I looked back at Sam, and he smirked
confirming to watch my back, when I had danger up my front. I held out my right hand close to
my heart and reminded myself of a scene from the movie of TROY, wherein Achilles marches
into TROY to fight Hector. Having balanced my mental image to that of Brad Pit, I marched on. I
approached the beauties.
I cleared my throat and said
"Excuse me, please!”
This token of expression not only attracted all the attention of the ladies but also of the seniors
who were not paying attention earlier, now they started making a note of my rebel.
I fumbled a few words, a shiver of excitement running down my veins, started to speak, but then
I realized I was stammering. I cleared my throat once more, and with much courage asked the
beloved of Zico,
"I am sorry, to disturb you my lady, but you see I have been sent here to ask you a few questions.
I hope you will be willing to reply, as a lot of my fate unfortunately depends upon your cooperation.”
She appeared attractive when seen from far, but when you had her attention, I could guarantee
that it was nothing else but eternal bliss. She was not smiling, but her face was pleasant, and
then she had those beautiful eyes. Eyes, whose stare could get you from insanity to sanity and
vice versa.
This experience was out of the World, having the attention of such a beauty, be it for a few
milliseconds!
She was beauty divine and defined in every language you can fathom. She had silky black hair
like the nimbus pointing to the heavens, waving in curls with the calm breeze. Her hand went up
and tucked the overflowing hair behind her ears. Legend Kishore Kumar started singing,
“O Hansini....., O meri Hansini......”
A girl standing nearby shook me grabbing my hand, to wake me up. They were still giving me a
stare, hinting a question
"Are you mad?”
"I am Anindya. I am first year from ECE Dept, belong to Dhanbad."
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"May I know your hometown, please?"
"Durgapur"
"May I have the privilege of knowing your name, department and phone number, miss?"
"Who told you that you will be answered for everything you ask?” she said with a ring of
warning,” Leave now, else I will complain."
Brad Pitt died away right at the moment, and now I was back to myself.
I hurried and stuttered,
"Loo..., Look I need the details. I... I have been asked to get the same for a senior. I kn..know it's a
bit awkward, but I need to get the information, else my life is doomed. You could provide me
with fake details but at least have a heart, give me some information."
She said,
"So you don't require the information? Send over the senior, who requires it, I will talk with
him."
But, I also needed to know. This was my chance to succumb to Man’s Greatest Weakness.
I spoke bluntly,
"I also need the information, so that I remain unharmed. I will send the senior over; you may
talk with him all the much you like. Right now, I require a favor out of you. All you need to do is
provide me with the probable details.”
“I am sure of the fact that if I can't get the correct info, nor will the senior from you. The choice is
yours, now. I have had the courage to approach you and I have the capacity and intensity of
much greater things."
"Varsha, CSC, 9475665570. Now, get going."
I noted the phone number down in my mobile, gave a missed call to verify and sent a message
"Thanks a lot!!".
Now, the tune changed to
"Doobjaa mere pyarmein....!".
I returned to Sam and Zico, with the fading playback of
'Ekajnabihaseena se....'.
Seeing, the smile upon my face, Zico understood. I told him that she is willing to meet him. I
confirmed that I have the details.
Right at that moment, Zico turned back and moved to another bunch of guys standing near the
pillar. They were a bunch of third years. Now, I understood the complete plan.
Zico came back, and said
"Thanks, Man! Thanks a lot! I was supposed to get the details for Rony Da. I didn't have the
courage to do so, though I am a senior, you see ragging cases have abrupt beginnings. I didn’t
want to get involved in petty cases. Thanks though! So, number and the other details?"
I handed him over a paper with the details noted.
He read out, "O ho! So, her name is Durga, BT dep, from Raniganj. And the number is ... Alright
good! I will pass it on."
He waved us goodbye.
We moved back to our hostel. The other guys were all freaking.
"Asking out the details right on the first day!"
"You are gonna have a bright future bro!"
“Kyabaat! Bahutkhub!"
Sam told me that Zico has invited us to a treat in the evening the following day, favors from
Rony Da.
I thought what if he has found out that I have given him the wrong details. I started humming,
"All is Well !"
I took out my phone just to confirm the same, texted her, asking if a senior had come to meet
her. No reply came.
I couldn’t sleep. Next day, I slept for the first half. Sam, returned to Hostel to wake me up for
second half. I went to the class but was not able to concentrate.
Finally, the much awaited evening came. We went to Khoks, the adda place of seniors, later ours.
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Therein Rony and his friends were sipping coffee and smoking. Zico had not come for some
reason.
Rony spoke in between sips and puffs,
”So you are the Dare Devil! ”
pointing towards me with the cig in right hand.
“Sit, sit. I won’t hurt you. Think free. We are fan of the Brave Heart!”,
he pointed Sam to leave.
Somehow, his pronunciation was a bit awkward also his choice of words. I was rather feeling
funny than intimidated. He had a strange way of clubbing words together.
“Look, my name is Vipul , my friend’s call me Rony out of love …. Peace loving…. No violence…
Simple thinking.”
“Well, I am Anindya, Rony!”
“Hmmm, strange name… meaning you know?”, asked another Dada standing behind.
“Well it means one who cannot be criticized in any manner, in Sanskrit”.
“Intellectual. Hmm…. Even Sanskrit!”,
laughed out the third sitting in the corner.
“So who told you to go the girl?”,
inquired the fourth sitting beside Rony, gesturing me to keep my eyes to the ground and speak.
“Zico Da”, I was almost snapping out of pressure.
“Eiy, who Zico?”,Rony prompted, “Our Nishant?”
“Yes.”
“Okay, where are you from?”
“Dhanbad.”
“Okay man relax, no chaps. We all are from Dhanbad!”
I gave out a sigh of relief. The trend was, seniors rarely touched a junior from their hometown,
because of double sided danger. So, I was almost certain I won’t be stricken. All I had to do is
obey and nod.
“He is Sanchit, Mohit and Sourav”, Rony pointed at the other three and said.
Then the atmosphere, cooled off. I came to know that Rony is very shy in nature, especially
around girls so he didn’t even ask Varsha anything. He plainly handed out my paper to her and
asked if the info was correct. She nodded positive. And, he left it with her. All was well, indeed.
A few semesters passed by. I was now a regular member of Rony’sGroup, they too belonged to
my Dep. One fine day, during my third sem, I was invited by Zico to the College canteen.
I went after the classes, at the scheduled time of six in the evening. To my wonder, I found Zico
sharing his coffee with a girl. As far as I knew, Zico didn’t have a girlfriend. Sam never told me
so, neither did he know. Well anyways, I approached them and shook hands to greet Zico.
Zico said, “Let me re-introduce you to your bhabi! Rekha”.
To my wonder, she was the one, Varsha, Durga and now Rekha. I looked at Zico, and started
laughing, ”You did it man!”
“She is from CSE right?”, I couldn’t help deducing.
“Ya, but how do you know?”,Zico asked puzzled. “Have you two met after that day?”
The lady nodded negative.
I said, patting Zico’s shoulder
“Never mind, I am a fan of Sherlock!” I bid them farewell and returned to my Senior friend’s
adda.
Rony, now in his final year, heard the whole thing and said, “How possible?”
And we laughed the whole evening, and are laughing since.
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THE RISE OF “SOFT” - “APPLE”

T

SHUVAM DUTTA [3RDYEAR]

he digital age, we are living in today, was neither built in one day nor was developed
peacefully. It emerged from a bitter rivalry between the two most popular names today,
Bill Gates and Steve Jobs.

Bill gates from his very childhood days was a genius. At the time of 1970, when the concept of a
personal computer was not even in the books of science fiction, he knew how to operate a main
frame computer which was needless to say was not a matter of joke and could be handled only
by experts. However, when the world’s 1st mini-computer kit ALTAIR 8800b was introduced by
a Mexican company, it took Gates to his search for a programming language to drive the kit. He
was a student of Harvard University, when he and his partner Paul Allen decided to give the
Altair kit a new touch that it needed the most, an Operating System. They made the use of
available programming languages and tried to build a OS, using the punch papers (programming
used to be punched on papers), and decided to take that to the makers of the kit.

When the1st step of the revolution in digital world was going to step out from its door, 3000
miles away in California, another legend came to make the revolution even more memorable.
Steve jobs was a college drop-out and had a little experience with computers. He got the
accompany of his beloved friend Steve Wozniak who was an electronic and computer hobbyist.
He came out with a miraculous idea of a kit similar to Altair 8800 but with a little bit difference,
it had a microprocessor like the Altair but unlikely, a keyboard, and most importantly a
displaying monitor. In addition it had 16 times better memory than the Altair. It was a
revolutionary step in the field of programming, now the programming could be written directly
without using a punch paper with the exactly keys found in a type-writer. Steve Jobs was always
a business man, he tried to find out the way to sell the product.
Now on the other hand, Gates and his friend succeeded to impress the Altair makers and sold
the 1st ever software to drive a personal level computer, this made Gates drop out the college
and take the risk of opening a company at the age of only 19 along with his companion Allen.
They named it “MICROSOFT”.

In a small garage of California, another company grew up under the guidance of Jobs and his
partner, Jobs had the determination to take the innovation of Wozniak to the market giving a
name that brought a storm of revolution in future, “Apple”. However the Apple1 was a flop, and
couldn’t satisfy the desires of Jobs. The miracle was done again by the miraculous Jobs by
assigning all the components of a computer in a single shape making it more comfortable to use.
The apple2 did make the revolution and Gates after having the look at that was really under
pressure.

Ultimately Gates had the way to come forward and invented the programming to give Apple2
the abilities to solve business purposes. The genius decided to meet face to face to give
Microsoft as well as Apple a huge boost. The deal was done between Jobs and Gates which made
the revolutionary path of digital computation smoother.

Now another company get into the way. It’s IBM. It had its name for decades for their
contribution to electronic field, now they wanted to have their PC and for that they needed a OS.
Once again Bill gates rushed 1 step forward leaving Jobs behind by simply buying a
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softwarefrom the market and naming it as MICROSOFT-DOS. Jobs once again was left behind
and was desperate to make his place once again. Ultimately he came up with a totally new idea,
graphical interface, which left the age of typing far behind. Once again Jobs was confident
enough to stand in front of Gates and give the opportunity to Microsoft to be a part of it. Jobs
named the kit newly as “Macintosh”.

Being an individual legend, Gates decided to work on the same (Graphical User Interface) and
take Jobs down once again. By the fall of 1983 the revolutionary “WINDOWS” took his birth
secretly from the hard work and the concept of both the genius. Having the shocking
appearance of Windows, Jobs lost trust on Gates and openly announced a cold war against him.

Jobs had a marvelous marketing idea that led him give the Macintosh, the power to speak for
itself. Initially the Mac was a hit but it lacked the speed of processing, it got difficulties very soon
to have buyers for it. Apple was going down. Steve wanted to stand strong once again to
overcome the problem and take his company once again to what it deserves, but unfortunately
the members of the board of Steve’s company threw him down from his own company. Jobs was
at a total failure. MS-dos was the most popular OS for computers before Gates ultimately
launched “WINDOWS” to the market. Gates stood as the only king in the field of computers,
while Apple could do nothing better to gain back its position. Apple without Jobs was like just a
boat without any paddle. After survival of 12 years anyhow, Apple fell at the brink of collapse.
Ultimately Jobs was once again welcomed in his own Apple.

Returning back Jobs needed a huge cash to make Apple survive in the market. Once again the
two genius was face to face. Jobs had the help of Gates convincing him that if Apple is gone, he
has no one literally to compete with. After having the appreciation from Microsoft Jobs took no
time to take Macintosh to a higher position using the satellite tumbling technology. People
started hating Windows, Microsoft, and even Bill Gates as well. Taking this to be a great
opportunity, Jobs gave his full effort to design something new that would be more powerful and
stylish at the same time. In 2001 the IMAC came in, it had a great positive response, but couldn’t
make Jobs stop. His search was not finished yet. He imagined to have a mp3 player like
technology inside a telephone. The idea of basically carrying a super computer in pocket
resulted in I-phone in 2007 making Jobs’ Apple to be one of the most profitable company of the
world.
The rest lies in front of our eyes……….

Dream is not that which you see while sleeping, it is
something that does not let you sleep.
~Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
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"STARTING FLIPKART IS THE MOST RIDICULOUS THING HE HAS EVER
DONE"

I

SUSHMITA JHA [2ND YEAR]

t is not the idea itself but the conviction to convert ideas into action and action into results is
what defines a true success story. Measured by that yardstick, Flipkart has been a hugely
successful.

It was a 10,000-a-month allowance from their parents for almost 18 months that helped Sachin
Bansal and Binny Bansal launch an e-commerce website retailing books in October 2007. Today,
the near-20% stake they hold, along with the top management, in Flipkart is valued at almost Rs
2,000 crore.. As Sachin Bansal turns 33, he surely does have multiple reasons to celebrate his
success but there’s much more to the story beyond these numbers.
Sachin admitted in an interview that starting Flipkart is the most ridiculous thing he has ever
done and everyone around him thought that he was out of his mind. One can easily call that a
risky move. In a country where people have various tastes and preferences, an ecommerce
start-up will always have enormous challenges. In India, people often prefer to shop in person
and buy goods they see and like. Today, thanks to Flipkart, e-commerce has become one of the
fastest growing sectors in India.
Sachin, like his co-founder, grew up in Chandigarh. That is not the only coincidence. Both went
to IIT-Delhi and worked at different companies for about a year before ending up in the same
team at Amazon. It was during this stint that the two decided to start up.
Seven years ago when Flipkart was started as an online platform for selling books, Sachin
remembers going across the roads of Bangalore to procure the orders from small distributors.
Recalling one of the marketing strategies, he says,
"We used to stand outside Gangaram Book Stores on Church Street and hand over Flipkart
bookmarks to the people coming out of the shop. In order to make sure that our targeting was
right, we would give bookmarks to only those who were coming out with books in hands; the
people who have made purchases."

Flipkart began selling books to begin with. It soon expanded and ventured into selling other
products such as electronic goods,e-books, stationery supplies, fashion and lifestyle products as
well. Innovating right from the start, Flipkart has been home to few of the striking features of
Indian e-commerce. Flipkart was the first to implement the popular ‘Cash On Delivery’ facility,
which every online shopping website in India offers as an option today.

Flipkart also acquired few companies like Myntra.com, LetsBuy.com etc., to better their
presence in the market. Flipkart’s journey from a small book e-retailer to India’s largest ecommerce platform inspires a generation of start-ups. In a country where stereotypes are
common, Flipkart managed to break the norm and change the ecommerce industry in India for
ever. Flipkart’s story proves that if you have a great idea, and you are a doer and not a thinker,
success is not far off.
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GOOGLE SUNDARAM

P

SUNDARAM

SHUVAM DUTTA [3RD YEAR]

ichai Sundararajan , better known as Sundar
Pichai is
now
the Chief
Executive
Officer of Google.The most discussed topic
now a days in technical field is how the painfully shy
'nerdy' Indian schoolboy rose spectacularly to
become the $150million king of Google!

Pichai
was
born
in Chennai, Tamil
Nadu, India, in a Tamil family to Lakshmi and Regunatha Pichai. He spent his childhood
in Madras (now Chennai). His father was a senior electrical engineer in General Electric and
managed a factory that made electrical components. Sundar grew up in a two-room apartment
on 46th Street, 7th Avenue, in Ashok Nagar, Chennai. Sundar completed his Class X at Jawahar
Vidyalaya, Ashok Nagar Chennai and completed the Class XII from Vana Vanischool located in
the IIT, Chennai.
He has a god-gifted power of remembering numbers from his childhood. He used to
remember every number he had ever dialed from their telephone at home. From the very
beginning it is quite obvious that Sundar was a brilliant and dedicated student. In an interview
one of his classmate said:
“Sundar used to go to school in a cycle rickshaw every morning and afternoon. But as
soon as he got on he'd pull out a book and read until he reached school. He didn't even look at
the girls sitting next to him.”
Besides being a meritorious student Pichai was the captain of his high school cricket
team before earning his bachelor of engineering degree.
Pichai earned his degree from Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur in Metallurgical
Engineering., which has no realtion with IT. He also holds an M.S. from Stanford University in
Material Sciences and Engineering. But, his move to do MBA from the Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania, where he was named a Siebel Scholar and a Palmer Scholar,
respectively, changed his fortune.
“He was a very brilliant student. While doing a B.Tech in metallurgical and materials
engineering, he said he will do his thesis on electronic materials in the third year. It is at that
point of time he developed his fundamental background in technology, which he is why he has
excelled now," :Sundar's Professor Sanat Kumar Roy , IIT (kgp)
Though his family was not well to do, Sundar’s parents gave the chance to him and his
brother both to have the best affordable education from the very early days. When Sundar won
a scholarship to Stanford, his father withdrew more than his annual salary from the family's
savings to fly him to the United States.
Pichai has been with Google since 2004, when he joined to lead product management
for Google Chrome and Chrome OS. He was involved with Google Drive and went on to oversee
Gmail and Google Maps, as well.
In 2011, Pichai drew attention when he was considered to lead product and replace
Jason Goldman at Twitter. He chose to stay with Google. In 2013, Pichai took over Android
founder Andy Rubin's portfolio to run mobile platforms. He was also entrusted with wooing
more than a billion global users to the Android ecosystem.

On March 13, 2013, Pichai added Android to the list of Google products he oversees.
Android was formerly managed by Andy Rubin. He was rumored to be one of the contenders
for the CEO position of Microsoft in 2014. He was a director of Jive Software from April 2011
to July 30, 2013. Pichai was announced as the next CEO of Google on August 10, 2015 after
previously being appointed Product Chief by CEO Larry Page on October 24, 2014. He stepped
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into the new position upon the completion of the formation of Alphabet Inc., the new holding
company for the Google company family.
Apart from being a idol for the next tech-generation, his outstanding presence of mind
as well as smart and bold appearance is reflected in his interviews too.

Reporter: Sundar, you have achieved tremendous success in life. How does it feel?
Pichai: I might be leading one of the biggest tech giants in the world, but my father still does not
consider me a true engineer because I cannot fix his old computer. My relatives keep pestering
me, asking if I really work at a top-notch software company, why can’t I get free antivirus for
them.
Reporter: How can I stop my mom from typing "Google" in the Google search bar and then
pressing enter?
Sundar: I will tell you the solution for it once I am able to stop my own parents from doing it!
Reporter:Where do you see Google in next 30 years?

Pichai : I want to make sure that in the next 30 years we are still working on problems which
really work for people on a day to day basis, hopefully for all of humanity in a profound way.

In a conference, Responding to the host’s question about how Google plans to stay
relevant in this time of change, Pichai said that everything changes at a fast pace in the world of
technology and there is a need to keep reinventing to remain relevant. He said the PCs were just
getting underway in the 1980s, while internet as we know it came into being 10 years later. A
decade later came smartphones and Android was not even in the market at the time. So
reinventing itself and keeping abreast of change will help Google remain relevant in coming
times.
Talking about the current startup scene in India, Pichai said he had been waiting for this
change in the country for many years and finally felt it when he visited India last year. He said
the quality of ideas by Indian startup founders is the same as that of entrepreneurs in Silicon
Valley and that India is well positioned to become the Silicon Valley of the East.
Inspirationally Pichai added that failure is not to be ashamed of and should be taken as a
learning instead. He said failed startups in Silicon Valley are considered a badge of honour due
to the lessons the founders learned from the journey.
Lastly , this is just a miraculous beginning a man of miracles……..

“If not Google CEO, I would still build software”: SundarPichai

If you don’t build your dream, your dream, someone else
will hire you to help them build theirs.
~Dhirubhai Ambani
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